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Wounded!
(Suggested by the account of a wounded prlsoner bearing a startling
resemblance to the traditional pictures of Christ)

A wounded prisoner, wet with gore,
Was carried in, how like he seemed
To Jesus, from Whose brow had streamed
The bloody sweat in days of yore.
The self-same beard, the self-same hair,
The same compassion in his eye;
We doctors stood amazed, each sigh
The heart of Jesus seemed to tear.
"Perhaps," we thought, "does Jesus then
Descend to earth in human guise?
Has He been wounded; here He lies
Before us, slain by frenzied men?
"As when in olden days He lay
Upon His loving Mother's knee,
She thought, 'How has this come to be,
That God is dead?' Oh, woeful day.
"Yes, God is on the battlefield;
But nevermore will He be slain;
He works that man may once again
To faith and hope his spirit yield.
T. J, Doran, '18.

The Need of Social Activity
Awarded the Lit<ler Oratorical Medal in the Oratorical Contest April 26, 1916

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have the good fortune to be living our lives during a
century which is seemingly at the highest degree of perfection.
We are happy in the thought that we are members of the great
body of mankind at such on advanced stage of progres and civilization. As time rolls on we become the recip ients of the ma r velous production of the modern inventive mind. Ours are the
almost incredible facilities for conducting the affairs of da ily li fe.
Rich opportunities are proffered us in the various fields of education and learning; the wor!d is ever affording us pleasure, natu re
delights us with her wondrous forms and beautie , and on the
whole, we are pleased with life's accompaniments.
But, in the midst of our bu rly-burly li ves, have we ever
paused to contemplate the small sphere wherein we live, labo r and
enjoy? Wou ld we but reflect for a time and consider the g reater
world about us, we must come to a realization of conditions as
they actually exist for those who receive fa r f rom unm ixed
blessing .
Under a brief surveyal, there looms up befo re us a vast fi eld
in wh ich ev il are rampant on all sides. One need but pause and
gaze upon those helpless classes of society, whose ignorance and
wan t render them entirely dependent upon th e mercy of their
more fo rtunate breth ren. S urely their causes command our attention ! W hat of the vast numbers of the destitute, the homeless and th e hung ry? W hat of the hea rts bleeding to death un der
th e cru el horror of the sweat-shop ? Think of the filth y conditions of so many homes in our large cities, human dwellin gs wi thout a ir or sun shin e. The conscience of mankind should burn
with th e realization of th e great social an d economic injustice
practiced upon the poor.
Ho w often is not th e door of chari table organi zations opened
only to reveal the saddest spectacle of all-a sorrowing widow
with hung ry children looking to her for bread ? Again, there are
the almost incredibl e cases of sickn ess in the homes of th e in digen t. Often times, needy mothers are reduced to a serious
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state by overwork or their helpless children may lie for weeks at
a time under the scourge of contagious diseases deprived of all
medical attention . On a!J sides we are confronted by that weighty
problem presented by the drunkard and his family. It has been
proved again and again that the rum impoverished home is the
eat and source of our most lamentable social evils. Yet, the
general attitude of the public is in most cases unfair. Far from
demanding the scorn or indifference of society, the drunkard's
problem demands interest, for in its solution social workers can
accomplish much.
Con equent upon the last, there is another evil that scarce
can be portrayed; it is the terrible misery ufferecl by the many
victims of wife-beaters, who, I regret to say, can stil l be founc!
on ea rth and often abiding not far distant from our centers of
culture. The e offenders who practice their savagery in ungoverned fits of rage or in the beastly tate of incessant drunkenne s merit the condemnation of all. The abolition of this evi l
shou ld be undertaken by champions of social service.
Could I continue, ladies and gentlemen, I might en umerate
evi ls that would require volume for treatment, but t ime will
scarcely perm it.
evertheless, there is one ev il that cannot be
passed over. It is a problem emanating from a composition of the
evil s already mentioned . It concern s those blameless youths, who
a re subjected to degrad ing poverty at birth, who a re reared under
the hand icap of unfavorable home cond itions, who are forced to
breathe tainted atmosphere amid environments that spell destruction. Cont racting evi l associations, these you ng people r each the
time of fo rmat ion of character and deprived of a ll good influences,
th ey fai l to develop sel £-restrain t and love of what is best.
Between the ages of fou rteen and eighteen, the cleavage between right and wrong is not understood, and when a new vision
of life opens up lacking the proper in structions and guardians that
shoul d lead th em through a dangerous period o f li fe, they become
enslaved by strong natural emotions, their paths become those of
delin quency an d crime until th ey are dragged before the judicial
ch air, hopeless criminals, destined fo r cells in our state penitenti a ries.
Thi s is a problem that cries out in a voice which though
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never silent in the history of the world has in the pa t few years
been growing deeper and louder, demanding not alm , not philanthropy, but a recognition of just rights.
Perhaps, at the presentation of such evils, society at large is
taken aback. Men and women pause and with a frown that bespeaks impatience they ask, " Vv' ell, why are these evils not eradicated? Is not the tate the servant of the people?" Ladies and
gentlemen, the State does reali ze and is working for the amelioration of existing conditions. ::-ruch relief is afforded by our city
hospitals, homes for the poor, orphanages, hon;~e for delinquents,
etc. \Vc are aware of the gerat amount of good accomplished by
our Associated Cha ritie , private foundations, and others, yet,
there remains a void.
We mu t give credit where credit is clue for the good intention s of civil society, but we must come to understand that the
social problem with all its gravity is, undoubtedly, beyond the
scope of tate government and bold political economy. Its solution by no means lies in the mere expended effort of tho e who
seek to tender relief by mean s of pauperizing charity. It i a
situation that demands much study and activity. In other words.
it demands a science, the science of true sociology, which extends
beyond the limited horizon of mere material improvement.
Sociology, thu s conceived, includes and requires charity, but it
does so as a means, not as an end. Because true social workers
have realized that endeavors to raise the standard of comforts at
the expense of higher ideal , will fail to make of unfortunate
humanity even contented animals.
The social problem today is a matter of the rights of the
needy and the duty of others, hence, becomes a moral issue, and
as such demands an organization whose aim is the prevention
rather than the alleviation of ills, an organization ba. eel on principles and guided by higher spiritual motives. And the e principles and motives can be found in the Catholic Church alone.
In nearly two thousand years of existence, he has proved
in the face of opposition from a world steeped in materialism and
godlessness, that she is the true ociologist. Many are the monuments of her activity and more extensive still would be her success
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were she not handicapped by the lack of pecuniary means and the
need of personal service.
The great Catholic body of the world must awaken and rise to
its duty . There is need of material aiel and there is greater necessity for workers-active social workers to sound the lowest depths
of our slums, to provide temporary relief, to take the stand of the
poor again st oppression in the gigantic industrial and financial
battles of the clay, to construct as ociations with unfortunate humanity , in order that good may be wrought by the exercise of
moral influ ence , under the guidance of our higher ideals.
Our laymen and women are equal to the task!
There is
wealth and ability in our vast body. But indifference has bred
inactivity. We realize the existing state of evils. We admit that
civil soc iety has been found wanting; nevertheless, we are prone
to tand by and see our indigent brethren and fellow believers
sink to the worst levels. We deplore the fact that needy Catholic
immigrants, without education, without a means of livelihood, succumb to the strain of existence and are drawn from their faith to
teachings which promise a panacea for present ill s.
The faith and the fate of many hangs in the balance. Opportunity and duty rest with us. "We have the tremendous boon
of material aid and spiritual healing to bring to the sufferers of
the world. Ours are the inspirations that have uplifted humanity for nearly two thousand years! We have the most wonderful
organization the world has ever known to support us! " Shall we
then continue irresolute and inactive, or shall we not exert ourselve in compliance with demands, and thus brighten the lives of
mankind in general, and save them for their faith.
JOHN W . KEcc, Class '16.
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The Return of the Prodigal
"Dividend? Well, say, if this stock doesn't pay a six percent
dividend within three months I'll guarantee to swallow all the
fixtures of this office whole. Besides that the stock has been
rising right along and it's about due for a big jump now. It isn't
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often you get such a chance as th is."
"No, I suppose not," replied the victim, looking rather dazed
at the attractive offer held out to him by the energetic plausible
young broker confronting him. " till I don't know-" and he
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paused, torn between hope and fear.
"Well, if you let this opportunity slip, you're not likely to
have another as good for a long time. The market's active these
days and by this time tomorrow I may not be able to let you have
these shares. Some other fellow may have snapped them up."
"All right," said the client, "I guess I'll buy," and hi hand

hitn

slipped to his pocket and drew forth a fat wallet.
In the twinkling of an eye the necessary papers were signed
and the purchaser departed with several crinkly, nicely-lithographed papers folded neatly in his breast pocket, while a goodly
roll of bills reposed peacefully in the office safe of Perkins &
Hoover, tock brokers.
"They're not all dead yet, are they, Fred?" said wily old
Perkins, the head and perpetrator of the company, a crooked grin
twisting his already twisted visage into further knots.
"So it would seem, am, but, Lord! I wish I didn't have to
do this for a living. I'm getting tired of it. Some clay I'll reform
and you'll have to look for a new partner."
"Don't try to kid me, Fred. You know you wouldn 't pas
up a graft like this for a twelve-dollar-a-week job as a clerk.
What's the matter with you, anyway? Eat something that didn't
agree with you?"
" Io, but it came to me now that nature is cleaning up for a
new start, that my way of living could stand a little renovation.
But let's drop the whole thing and lock up. It' getting late."
They buried themselves in silence for a few minutes, arranging papers and putting them away, locked the door and departed,
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the elder man to his uptown club, the other to his more distant
boarding house.
It was a warm moist evening in early April and Fred walked
slowly along, musing upon the events of the day and especially
on the conver ation with his partner. He had not been joking
then, and now, with no one to draw his attention from his moody
intro pection, he turned the full force of his pent up di gust upon
himself . For years he had been ashamed of his way of living.
omewhat vaguely ashamed, it is true, but a hamed nevertheles .
For years he had been ashamed of his way of living. Somewhat
vaguely ashamed, it is true, but a. harned neverthel ess. For years
he had been afraid of forming intimate friendship for fear that
when his real ca ll ing became known his friends would turn from
him in loathing as from a vu lture feeding on its carrion banquet.
True, he had tried to reaso n him elf into a belief that it was not
omeone would be sure to fleece the
so very wrong after all.
"easy marks" anyway, and why not he as well a. someone else?
Anyone that was fool enough to invest their money that way deserved to lose it anyway . Still doubts had persi sted in forming,
and now they cu lminated in his bitter . elf-reproach.
He was a fool, he thought, to have ever been ent iced
by the glow ing p romises of Sam Perkins, to have denied
hi m elf to f ri ends, compan ions, and home, to have renounced religion, and to have taken up an existence ever hovering over the borderland of the law. What though the golden
prom i. e had been more than fulfilled? What though he had
come to the end of the ra inbow and found his pot of gold? \Nas
it not reddened by the hearts' blood of the poor upon whom the
crus hi ng ma rket had so often and so disastrously fa Jien? And
wou ld he not eve r see before him the wan, pinched faces of
chil dren that might have had their chance bu t for him?
T he sight of a rustic bench in the little yard befo re a gray
weather-beaten old church rem inded him that he was tired and he
th rew himself upon it to r est a wh ile. As he did so his eye fell
upon a single presumptuous dandelion that had dared to push its
way out of the ground before its brother and was now staring at
the wo rl d with a single interested eye. A t the sight of the h umble
flower, thronging, th robbing memories came fast upon him and
weJI nigh overwhelmed him in their ru sh. There we re always
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dandelions, he remembered, in the front yard of that little home
in a tiny inland town where a little old mother watched with fastdimming eye for the return of her boy. Thank God, she didn't
know that her boy, whom she loves so dearly was little better than
a common thief. Thief! He remembered how one day, when
some unhappy culprit was being marched through the streets in
the grip of the law, how she had drawn him to her, hielding him
from the sight as if to protect him from the very shadow of
wrong. He seemed to see her now as she stood at the gate, a
wrinkled hand shading her old eyes, peering "own the lane to see
if her boy was yet in sight.
He started up. He would got to her now before it was too
late. But it was too late! He was already too deep in the mire.
I le must stay there ever sinking deeper and deeper till the slimy
ooze closed over his head. He sank back on the bench, hi s head
buried in his hands. How long he sat there he never knew.
Minutes passed by and still he remained staring moodily at the
turf. A light flashed up in the little church and the soft low tones
of an organ stole out to comfort the stricken wanderer. He li fted
his head to listen. Then a voice blended itself to the organ's
harmony and floated out through the stained glass windows
straight into the heart of Freel Hoover. Right through the accumulated grime and filth of years it went and set his heartstrings
vibrating to a new and hopeful tune. It was not too late after all!
Surely the Lord just risen from His tomb would pardon his offense and help him to start anew.
The clouds pa sed a way and the clear light of truth broke in
upon hi wearied brain. The irresolute weak-willed easily beguiled youth vanished and in hi s place stood a man fit to grapple
with all the forces of the world and subdue them. ·w ith a thankful glance at the little old gray church he hastened down the street
in the direction of his dwelling place. There, a hasty note to hi
erstwhile partner, a hurried tossing of clothes into bags and suitca es and he was off. In half an hour the flashing wheels of a
flying express were swiftly bearing him to a little mid-western
town and salvation.
The next morning the papers contained, tucked away in a
modest corner of the market news, the following announcement:
"The brokerage firm of Perkins & Hoover wishes to announce

orne
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that partnership has been dissolved. All business of the company
will in the future be transacted by S. J. Perkins, 919 Cosmopolitan
Building." And as this announcement was being read with some
surprise by those interested in the firm, the flashing wheels were
ever nearing their destination. At noon the express paused in its
mad flight at a small way-station and a young man alighted upon
the platform. He stood for a moment in indecision and then,
gathering up hi s baggage, hastened up the principal street of the
village. Coming to the outskirts of the town he turned into a
little lane, arched-over by a double line of ancient apple trees
whose snowy blossoms sifted down as a flowery carpet under his
feet. At the end of this vista the old familiar cottage with its
climbing vines almost obscuring the weather-beaten boards, greeted him. His journey was over. Behind him lay the great city
with its schemes, its plots, its intrigues, its wickedness. Before
was only pastoral peace and quietude, disturbed by naught but the
silver chime of church bells where the tired soul might well throw
off the shackles of its long bondage and begin a new life of peace
and usefu lness.
He hastened down the lane and dashed joyfully up the steps.
But as his foot touched the threshold he sensed an unnatural stillness within. Outside, the joy-intoxicated birds were carolling
madly to the awakening Spring; all was life and activity. But
within, a silence as deep and as unfathomable as that of the tomb
itself pervaded the whole house. There was none of the cheery
bustle and hubbub that usually accompan ied the advent of Spring.
Something was wrong. He made for the door of his mother's
room but was stopped by a strange woman in a white cap and a
blue uniform-like dress. Brushing her asid e he entered. There
on the bed lay a little gray-haired old woman whose thin face
drawn with intensive suffering made the snowy pillow seem almost gray by contrast. She was almost gone, the doctor had said,
far beyond the power of human skill to aid. Ind eed he had
added, for the last week she had been living on her nerve, buoyed
up only by the hope that her wandering son might return to her
in time.
"Mother!" the young man gasped, as he sprang across the
room, and in that one word was packed all the unutterable angui h
of a full heart.
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"Fred! My boy! I knew you'd come back," came in feeble
accents from the little figure. "I prayed God to let me live long
enough to see you again and He has answered my prayer. But
good-bye, Fred, be a good boy, I am-going-home-." The
words were all but drowned as her life-blood gushed from her
thin lips, staining the pillow with its crimson flood. A tremor ran
through the fragile body and all wa still. The laboring heart
had ceased its toil and taken its way to the realms of bliss.
Another soul had been gathered to "the bosom of its Father and
its God." And on his knees beside the still body the returned
?rodigal offered hi vows of a clear. and blameless life in memory
of the one who had passed. And the world outside made merry
and rejoiced for the sheep that had been lost was found again.
RAYMOND

E.

CRAFT,

'18.

Adequate Preparedness

Great Britian
Today
United States
of America
in 1923

CRUISERS
Knots
Total
24-26 30 Number

Capital
Ships

22-23

34

32

33

16

33

??

??

30

Ratio

Destroyers

Ratio

127

4 to 1

240

7 to 1

41

1.25 to 1

108

3.5 to 1

P resident Wilson's policy of preparedness aims not at creating new armies or new navies but merely to increase them. At
a time when nearly all Europe is engaged in a conflict for
supremacy, and especially since the warring powers are stopping
at nothing in their attempts to draw the neutral nations into that
helli h combat, it seems just and expedient for the U . S. to prepare herself in case she were dragged into the struggle.
This fact was put before us with frightful clearness by our
decision to capture Villa. But why scrape open an old sore?
Why discuss facts which make citizens of U ncle Sam grow hot
with shame, and red with anger? Why tell how it took nearly
a day to mobilize a few thousand troops at various points on the
border, and this after nearly all our available men were stationed
in that territory; what need is there to repeat that the army aero
squadron was SO% disabled in 3 days. But why say more of the
truth, for we find the truth odious indeed. These facts plainly
show us that we have not the efficiency in our army that we ought
to have. As regards the inadequateness of the navy, what better
proof would anyone ask than the fact that Mr. Daniels has
obtained an appropriation of 500,000,000 for increasing our
fleets.
We have now got to "ground bottom." 'vVe know that we
are inefficient in both army and navy; we know that certain steps
have been taken to make them equal to the task that would be
demanded were we at war; what we do not know, however, is
whether the plans adopted are capable ~f bringing about the
sought for results. This question is most important and can be
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correctly answered by any educated American if he has the right
data before him.
The military power which a nation needs either on land or
on sea is settled for by its circumstances. Is the United States
self sustaining? It has never been proved that she is, but I firmly
believe that if all our ports were closed we would not lack any
necessities. Are there any nations that are hostile to us? There
are none at present, tho' agitators would have us believe Germany
and Japan will some day unite to obtain possession of our boundless and fertile states. There is only one precaution then for us
to take. That is to have an efficient army capable of keeping out
the armies of bordering countries and a navy at least the equal,
if not greater than that of any other nation. If the last part of
the program is favorably carried out, the first holds true but not
otherwise. If we have a fleet as powerful as the foe, we undoubtedly can keep them from landing an armed force . Since this
is true, we see that there is no need for a large army, and the
visioned line of bloody trenches from Maine to Florida will be
seen as white tents of an army unemployed.
The question which now comes to mind is whether the army
under the preparedness plan will be large enough to keep out an
invading force. The regular army under the new plan will number 180,000, fully equipped, militia will be better trained, and
youths will be given the chance to become accustomed to military tactics under the leadership of veteran officers.
Judging from the army of Mexico and the number of troops
Canada has lately raised for England, our oldier boys can easily
keep their country free from invaders.
With the army situation thus settled, let us pass on to the
avy. It has been said by a naval expert of world-wide reputation, that to wage a succcessful naval war, one must have a fleet
40% stronger than the opposing force, and to carry on an exciting
naval conflict, the combating fleets should be approximately
equal.
The conclusion which we are to draw from this is that our
fleet ought to be equal to the navy or navies of those powers who
will at some time oppose us. But how are we to know what
nations these will be? The one thing left for us to do is to maintain a fleet as powerful as the most powerful. Whether or not
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we are going to follow out this rule under the preparedness plan,
we are about to see.
Great Britain before the war, and at present, possesses the
largest and best balanced fleet of war vessels of any nation of
the earth, and she is building more every day. It is with England
then that we must compete for the supremacy of the seas. Let
us compare our new fleet, which will be completed in 1923, with
the fleet His Majesty, George V already possessed in 1914.
According to Mr. Daniels the complete American Navy is to consist of 27 battleships, 6 battle cruisers, making 33 capital ships;
10 armored cruisers, 13 scout cruisers, 5 first-class cruisers, 3
second-class cruisers, and 10 third class cruisers; a total of 41
cruising craft. There will be 108 destroyers, and 135 submarines,
50 fleet submarines and 85 coast submarines. Great Britain had
already in 1914, 34 battleships and battle cruisers, 127 cruisers,
240 destroyers, submarines ? ? ?
Here we see nearly half a million of dollars are to be expended to insure proper protection for our country but how
wretchedly it has failed. It will be money wasted unless proper
steps are taken to make additional increases.
A fleet must be a well-balanced force. Just as an army
should have so many battalions of cavalry, so many batteries of
artillery, so too must a navy have so many cruisers for the battleships, so many destroyers, etc.
Figures show us that our fleet is not well balanced, if we
are to take for example established precedent.
If the British peace standard is right, there will be a deficiency in our navy of nearly 120 cruisers and 100 destroyers. Some
may think that our submarines will take the place of these. This
will be a great mistake if such are their thoughts. A submarine
may be all right to sink merchantmen, but more than that, little
can be said in their favor. The present plan of naval warfare
adopted by England shows the inabilities of the sea terriers.
Germany's fleets are driven from the sea,
Germany's avenues of sea commerce are closed,
Germany's submarines are unable to defend any port or coast
against the allied battleships and transports.
The matter may be summed up in a few words. If we have
a navy large enough to close the sea to an enemy, the role of the
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submarines will be limited to a sort of guerilla warfare. They
can waylay peaceful merchantmen just as the storied pirates were
wont to do, but as a unit with which to attack armed vessels the
under-sea boats are a failure.
Before bringing this article to a close, we must mention a
strange feature in Mr. Daniel's program. That is the enormous
cost of the proposed vessels. The cost of the British Battle
Cruiser Iron Duke, the flagship of the Grand fleet, and of the
Lion and Queen Mary, was under $10,000,000.
Our battle cruisers are to cost $17,5000,000 and our battleships $18,800,000. Great Britian's latest scout cruisers cost about
$2,000,000. Ours are to cost $5,000,000. Of course there are
many details which must be considered when building war vessels, such as speed, armament, armor, etc., but I think we might
take the Isle of King George as a competent example. Just what
the enormous expenditure of millions over the regular price will
bring us, we are not told, and time alone will show. Aside from
the seeming waste of good American money, I think we can
judge with certainty that the proposed American Tavy will not
be adequate for our needs, for if England in 1914 had a fleet
greater than our 1923 fleet, by what number must she surpass us
now, when she has been building new units night and day, urged
on by the necessity of war. If we Americans do not wake up
and demand a larger fleet, we might as well have no navy, for a
small naval force is wasted money.
GEORGE

L.

WARTH,

'17.

The Party Line
A look of mingled astonishment and amusement rested on
Flo Hartley's face for the briefest moment, and then melted into
a smile.
"Why Jack Mulry!" she exclaimed finally, "I don't love you;
I only like you." She laid particular emphasis on the two words.
Jack's jaw fell, and a look of injury and disappointment crept
into his eyes. He stared at the girl as one in a daze.
"But-but-" he protested falteringly, "I-Oh pshaw!" He
fell into an uncomfortable silence.
Flo continued archly: "I'll be a sister to you, Jack, dear, if
you'll have me." An angry gleam supplanted the hurt look in
his eyes, his teeth snapped together with a savage click. The
rebuff was in itself a heavy blow to Jack's spirit, but to be
"kidded" moreover, was more than he could endure. He walked
quickly out of the room, with a remark that was meant to be
crushingly sarcastic:
"Platonic friendship, eh? Bah!" He finished with a snarl
that betrayed his helplessness. Flo laughed loudly and long at
Jack's queer conduct. Under other circumstances, it had been
sweet harmony to him; but now, it was the rankest discord. He
was fearfully angry, and he showed it by closing the door with a
terrific bang.
Mulry strode along at a swift pace, moving in a sort of daze.
His destination was at once definite and vague in his mind. His
one desire was to get as far away as possible from the scene of
his late sorrow. Whither he was going, he did not know.
Twenty minutes of this walking found him down town. The
thoughts that engaged his mind meanwhile were anything but
cheerful and inspiring, and the more he pondered them, the hotter grew his temper, the lower slumped his spirits. She had
actually "kidded" him! She had added insult to injury! These,
and a host of kindred thoughts surged through his brain, and
completely overwhelmed him with their number and insistence.
Another thought, quite different from all these, popped suddenly into his mind. "Why not get away from town-to forget?" He rapidly weighed the advantages and disadvantages of
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such a move, and quickly decided to act on the idea. He called
a newsboy, seized a paper, tossed the lad a nickel, with the injunction to keep the change. Something, he knew not what,
impelled him to turn to the advertising pages. There, in remarkably large type for that page, this advertisement stared at him:
WANTED: Young man to represent wholesale
supply house on the road. Good opening for the right
man. Apply at once, Banner Brass Supply Co., 2359
West Third Street, City.
Jack hastily noted the address, and set out immediately for
the place. The upshot of his visit was that he was accepted for
the position. He congratulated himself on his luck, for he had
picked a real "plum" in the way of remuneration. But, what
was much more important, it would enable him to "forget."

* * * * *

Three months slipped by, but to Jack they had been as three
centuries. He had been very successful in a business way, having landed many difficult orders. But still he was dissatisfied,
for he could not "forget." In fact, although it hurt his pride to
admit it, he wasn't sure whether he really cared to do so. He
rather dreaded the ordeal of coming home, but filial duty demanded that he visit his people, and he was just coming on one
of those visits.
The train dragged into the station an hour late. Jack,
extremely impatient at the delay, did not wait for it to stop, but
dropped off the car, and made his way rapidly across the tracks.
At the telephone booth he paused reflectively.
"Guess I'd better call up the folks," he observed to himself.
"They'd drop dead with fright if I burst in on them unannounced.
Let's see-our number is Rosewood 303-]. Or is it?" He
scratched his head in perplexity. ''I'll consult the directory.
Here it is-Rosewood 303-L." He looked for Hartley's number
out of curiosity, and found it to be Rosewood 303-J.
"Gee, that was a lucky escape!" he ejaculated. "I'd be on
a regular Texas steer of a dilemma, if I hadn't looked up the
book." He did not know whether to rejoice or be sorrowful at
his escape.
It was at this juncture that Fate-and Cupid-once thwarted,
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took matters into their own hands. They selected as their tool a
very new, "green," and nervous operator, and thru st her on
Jack's line. In reply to her affectedly cheery "Number, please,"
Jack gave the number, laying particular stress on the letter "L."
The operator repeated it after him, and he acknowledged it correct. The ensuing two or three minutes in which the connection
was being made witnessed the most important crisis in all Jack's
life, although he was then blissfully ignorant of any such fact.
For the girl had rung, not "L," but "}"-Hartley's!
Jack heard a click in the receiver, followed almost immediately by a wonderfully musical "Hello!"
" Hello, Mary. This is Jack. How are you, and mother,
and dad?" he fired into the transmitter. There was a startled
"Oh !" which Jack thought was caused by the fusillade of questions. Which, however, was not the case. Then, in slightly shaky
tones, came the reply :
"Hello, Jack, dear. How are you?" It was an Irishman's
answer-another question. "Mother and dad are--oh, they're
pretty well." This last was said with a lack of confidence, and
a hesitancy that aroused Jack's fears.
"What's the matter?" he demanded frightened . "Is there
anything wrong?"
The reply was a merry laugh. "Why, not at all, you perfect
goose. What made you think so?" Her ease reassured him
and he rejoined:
"Oh, nothing. I just got a hunch that something was amiss,
and your hesitation rather strengthened it. 'By, Sis, I'll be right
home- Oh! By the way, Mary!"
"Yes?"
Jack p:wsed, cleared his throat, and altered his voice to a
serious pitch.
"Mary," he asked earnestly. "Do you ever see Flo?"
"What's up, Jackie boy? Spark still burning?" she inquired
teasingly.
"Aw, quit your kidding, Sis. Seriously now, do you ever
see her?"
"Yes, Jack. She comes 'round same as usual."
"Does she?" he asked eagerly.
"Why not?"
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"Come now, cut the teasing, Mary. As if you didn't know."
Jack's tone held the tiniest hint of impatience. A rapid clicking
interrupted, informing them that someone was waiting to use the
line, and "Mary" suggested that they hang up.
Jack emerged from the booth, wearing a puzzled look.
"Comes around same as usual, eh ?" he said musingly. "Maybe,"
he continued hopefully, "maybe she's changed her mind." He
boarded a car, and continued his musings.
Twenty minutes' ride brought him to his home. He bounded
up the porch, burst unceremoniously into the house, and collided
with the astonished Mary in the hall.
"Why, Jack Mulry!" she exclaimed joyfully. "Where in the
world do you come from?" And then she proceeded to embrace
him with all the pent-up ardor of three months' separation. A
moment later she looked up accusingly, and demanded:
"Why didn't you let us know you were coming? You've
almost given me heart failure."
Attracted by the stir, Mrs. Mulry rushed in, and she, too,
enveloped him in her fond embrace. To his mother, Jack would
never grow old; he would always be her "little boy."
Jack emerged from her embraces flushed and happy. Turning suddenly, he peered into Mary's face. There was, however,
nothing in it to arouse suspicion.
"I say, mother," he said, puzzled, "I can't understand why
you were so taken by surprise. I called you up from the depot.
I was speaking to Mary."
"You were not," she denied promptly.
"How long ago did you call?" asked Mrs. Mulry.
"Half an hour ago, when I got in," he replied.
"I have it!" exclaimed Mary. "There was a call half an
hour ago, but it was for Hartley's. Jack, you were talking to
Flo Hartley. You know our voices are almost exactly alike."
"I guess you're right, Mary," he admitted. "It must have
been Flo."
Just then the doorbell rang, and Jack hastened to answer it.
She returned in a moment, leading Flo Hartley, who was blushing
fearfully-and guiltily. She took one look at Jack, and then
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burst into a paroxysm of giggles. However, she soon regained a
measure of her composure.
"Won't you please forgive me?" she began, in a melodramatic
appeal. "I simply couldn't resist the temptation to put something
over on you. I hereby assert that you cannot tell the difference
in our voices. Can he, Mary?" She turned to Mary for corroboration. Mary nodded.
For a moment Jack was nonplussed. But only for a moment.
He grasped both her hands, and looked intently into her eyes.
" Flo, you're a brick!" he exclaimed.
Mary and Mrs. Mulry obligingly withdrew. They were alone.
"Flo!" he said very softly.
She looked up.
"Does that offer still hold? You'll be my sister?" he asked.
She dropped her eyes for a moment, and then raised them up to
his. He did not need her voice to confirm the answer that he
read in their depths.
That night at dinner, Jack's father, who had been Jet in on
the proceedings, observed, a mischievous twinkle lighting his eye:
"Say, Ma, how about having that private line installed? You
remember we were discussing it the other night?"
Jack's veto of the proposition was very emphatic, and Flo
blushingly concurred in it, supplementing an earnest blessing upon
the head of the "green" operator.
EDWARD

A. McDoNNELL, Fourth High.

Babes in the Bush
How do you feel along about the middle of May? When
the green gets back in the trees and the finals are just around the
corner, how would a camp trip suit you? The babes threshed
out the matter one afternoon and after a long discussion resolved
to go out in the bush for a rest. The babes let it be known were
students at S. I. C. ; quasi-students, for Aeneas and Xenophon
were routing them with terrible carnage as Andrew Lang would
say.
It is usual to give a cast of the players in any play of importance so here come the dramatis personae. To appreciate this
little comedy you really mu st know a word about the players.
Chuck Raynor, an authority on all nautical terms, having
sailed three seasons under the immortal Skid.
Coxie Warth, connoisseur of ten cent cigars; also best
chauffeur in Massillon.
Ed Madaras, Jack of all trades and master of all of them.
Rube Carlin, an accomplished sixty-six player and a traveler
of wide experience.
Dooly Snyder, a successful grower of peaches and cream.
Ambrose Hanley, alias Bosie, all round good fellow, now
boss miller.
Jim Gallagher, musician and admirer of Dickens. Author
muckracker and raker of muck.
Of course these were simply avocations; their vocations were
to scan the calendar for free days.
Six of the babes walked out from Cleveland the night before
to a place some ten or twelve miles west of that charming hamlet,
Rocky River. In May you know a walk is very agreeable along
any of the highways of Northern Ohio. The dreamy atmosphere,
the blossoming cherry orchards, a big supper at the other end of
the trip all combine with the annoyed farmers to make a hike
highly enjoyable.
Dooly and I were detailed to supply the grub and camp duffle.
For a week we kept vigil in the kitchen with a stubby pencil and
divers sheets of paper. With faces shining with sweat and animation, with our subdued chuckles and our secrecy we must have
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seemed like a pair of treasure hunters. We followed Cardinal
Newman's advice by rejecting, selecting, supplying interpolating,
revising, and rewriting until a master piece of prose should have
been the result instead of a trifling list for an over night junket.
At last the list was completed. In turn it went to rna's larder, the
grocer, the hardware dealer, the barn and last of all to our private
coffers, and the coughers were almost coughed out. This is what
it looked like :
7 loaves of bread.
Peck of potatoes.
4 doz. cookies.
Box of matches.
8 cans baked beans.
Bedding.
Ammunition.
1 lb. bacon.
2 doz. eggs.
Rifle and fishing tackle.
1 roast beef, not barbecue.
Matches.
5 rhubarb pies.
Hatchet.
1 gal. strawberry sauce.
Horse feed .
Cooking utensils.
Peppermint for colic.
Coffee and seasonings.
One case of-Well, Root Beer.
This, mind you, was for four meals in the woods. You see
we estimated that eight babes in the woods would eat as much as
sixteen at home or elsewhere. But the best laid plans of mice
and men go oft astray and so it was with us as you will find out
if you have patience to see the end of the performance.
The camp site was Indian Hollow. As you might infer from
the name Indian Hollow was once a rendezvous for the redmen.
It is a tract of about one hundred acres of hills and hollows, with
little park-like patches of cozy grass plots among giant oaks and
maples.
"A region of repose it seems.
A place of slumber and of dreams
Remote among the wooded hills."
The honk of an auto or the bark of a farm dog sometimes
pervade its quiet precincts but usually the only sounds are the
songs of the birds, the far away tinkle of a cowbell or the ripple
of the creek meandering thru the woods. On the hottest day in
summer there are cool retreats in Indian Hollow, so for tired
students and dreamers accustomed to the prosaic and proverbial
brick and mortar it was the beau ideal of camp sites. Here one
can listen to the birds and build air castles just as people do in
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books. A typical woodland pathway leads over a suspension
bridge to a farm house where milk and excellent cider can be
obtained, the latter being sweet of course. Best of all the farmer
is a ruddy-faced, warm-hearted man who is still half a boy with
the boys. Yes, he told us Indian Hollow was ours while we
stayed. Rifle shooting, fishing, yelling, smoking-all these we
could indulge in to our full capacity. And we did.
I was to select the camping grounds while Dooly stocked up
at Ketchem's grocery. There was another reason for starting
first. My steed claimed kinship with that immortal Rozinante
that carried the Don across the plains of La Mancha. He was a
horse once but that was long ago, back in those antediluivan days
when horses had toes instead of hoofs.
Rube and Coxie went gunning for greenies as soon as the
Hollow was reached. There is a treacherous looking morass there
which we shall call the Styx. This was where Rube spent most
of his time. The other delegation came up later. At first one
could hear a far away shout like voices across water, this gradually grew in volume until Indian Hollow echoed and re-echoed
with yells of welcome and up back of the hills the dogs were
answering this unusual hubbub.
Our supper was served on a blanket under the kindly shade
of a wide spreading beech. Altho the commissary wagon stood
near, most of the babes were wailing for lost eatables. One
wanted butter, another milk and a third cookies. The butter we
found in the warm embrace of the roast. And then when we
placed it aside to cool, along comes the dog and puts his nose in
it. We had visitors too. A troop of ants tied their horses near
by and proceeded to carry off beans. Jim and Bosie put them to
rout with losses on both sides. If you ever eat dinner in the
woods do so from a vertical position. Otherwise ants will crawl
over the sandwiches, crickets will get down your neck and little
nameless crawling things will make a ladder out of your knife
and fork.
Now tell me, some one, why does our sense of taste suffer
so severely when in the woods? The eggs peppered with ashes
from the fire, the potatoes burned on one side and raw on the
other, the tears provoked by the smoke; all these elicit the unanimous remark, "Gee, this is what I call living." For instance our
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coffee was a strange mixture of creek water with its quota of
microbes, ashes and San Marta and yet we drank it and were
thankful it was no worse.
Shylock said, "There be land thieves and water thieves."
Apropos of dish washing I would say, there are handy men and
dandy men; dish washers and splashers. The cook inspected the
dishes next morning and found them poorly done. There were
high water marks on the plates, while the saucers and cups had
a slimy, fishy feeling about their concave surfaces. Dick, our
dog, would have done better, both from an aesthetic as well as
sanitary standpoint. If you wish to have your dishes well
washed, let 'em soak over night in the creek and then scour 'em
with sand. "Verbum sat sapienti."
The babes all sallied out for a night's fishing except Chuck
and yours truly. "You catch a string of fish," quoth Chuck,
"while pal and I keep the beacon fire bright."
Our camp was pitched on a bluff, with a perpendicular shale
bank on the east side, and on the west and south sides the hill
sloped off into a wooded bottom where it finally met the creek.
The night was beautiful as only May nights in the woods can be.
The bell bird and the cardinal had long since ceased their vesper
songs; under the wagon two crickets were lisping a tuneless song
and up in a big tree an owl was asking who we were. Up in the
skyey pastures capella pegasus were grazing pretty much in the
same place as when the ancients first gave them a celestial habitation and a name.
Volumes have been written about the charm and wizardry
of the grate fire but few have dwelt on the cozy friendly camp
blaze. All about you is the dark woods, made darker by the
circle of varying light from the fire. Within this the fitful flames
reveal the goblins of the place.
With half closed eyes you see them scurrying up and down
the tree trunks or playing leap frog across the pile of fire wood.
Sometimes they become bold and even stop a moment to investigate your pipe, but when the flames leap up they scamper off
again. Of course you know that they are only shadows, but then
you are pipe dreaming aren't you?
As we sat there we regretted the fact that tomorrow we must
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go back to less poetic surroundings. But the night proved long
enough as you shall see.
Reveries were rudely broken when two of the babes broke
into camp. They brought back wet feet and a nil report on fishing. While we were smoking and talking we heard footsteps on
the north and only level side of camp. On hailing the prowlers
we received no answer. With flambeaux of firewood Coxie and
Dooly rushed out to battle, but no trace could they find of the
nocturnal marauders. At last a threat of, "We'll shoot if you
don't come out," one of the miscreants crawled from under the
wagon and the others appeared from behind trees.
They were members of our own party trying to frighten us
and they flew into a rage when we lectured them for capering
about a place the topography of which they knew nothing.
Imagine, dear reader, three babes careening over the hills on a
dark night minus lantern, brains and foot gear. Imagine them
falling down rocky hill sides; conceive the thorns and jagged
stones they must have walked over! And then they had the
braggadocio to say they frightened us !
In the woods any time is bed-time. You may take a nap at
noon without transgressing any of the rules of etiquette. About
11 o'clock some one suggested that we go to bed, and another
babe said he hoped we would establish guards. Military-like, you
know, stalking sentinel, blazing fire, starry heavens, sleeping
comrades; how romantic!
By mental arithmetic we divided the time between eleven and
five into eight periods. "Now then," says Coxie, "make your bed,
lie down and above all shut up, understand?"
Perhaps had we been soldiers or forest rangers or dyed-inthe-wool campers we might have slept under the stars, but as it
was the novelty and strangeness of the situation charmed us and
no one slumbered. Chuck had the first watch. We judged him
the most competent for he had often called the watches from the
out-look of some mighty freighter.
The little owl over in the beech told me next morning that
we were as noisy as his class of owlets and far more unruly. He
said in two minutes he heard all this.
Crack, crack, fire wood across Chuck's knee
"Oh shut up, I wantah go to sleep."
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"Go 'way, Dick, you smell like a glue factory."
Bang, bang! Sam, the horse, juggling feed boxes.
"Confound these sticks, one of my ribs is dislocated."
"Shut up, remember the rules."
Crash.
Bow, bow.
"Oh, say, quit that stabbing act with your big toe."
"Say Rube, didn't we scare 'em?"
"I'll say we did, Ed."
"Your turn, Rube."
The honorable Reuben was a good guard. For as much as
thirty-five seconds all was still; then, horrors he saw a light.
Three of the others evidently never saw a light before, for they
jumped up hastily and consulted with the guard about "settling
his hash," meaning the man with the lantern. Just as the rest of
us were on the way to dreamland, we heard shouts, a rifle shot
and then Rube's grizzly bear voice, "I've got you spotted." I
jumped, expecting to find almost any calamity associated with
the rifle shot. Just as I had recovered from running headlong
into a stump, I heard the rogues laugh heartily.
It seems some sport-loving farmer had donned his boots and
gone spearing. As he wound his way up the creek and past our
camp Rube yelled and shot off the rifle. The man with the light
asked for no further information and with visions of an astute
game warden at his heels he retreated in good order. Bosie, who
uses very vivid and graphic English, said he looked like an overgrown firefly sailing thru the woods.
Sleep, now, after all the excitement, was out of the question,
so we kindled our pipes and gathered about the fire. Coxie, with
stoicism worthy of an Indian, told us he was up for the night and
he concluded with a remark that we should just go to bed. But
the big blond boy was wrong as you shall see. At two-thirty
Rube and his satellites slipped out and frightened us very, very
badly as they said.
Now, honor bright, would you suspect babes of fighting out
in the woods at the matutinal hour of three? Yet that is what
they did. You see, Coxie, that Argus-eyed wonder, Bosie, flowery
of tongue and Rube, the prowler, wished to sleep. The rest of us
were quite as determined that they should remain awake. Well,
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by throwing fire brands, pounding the wagon box and jerking
them off their blanket, we finally roused the sleeping lions, babes
I mean. Coxie was no longer the babe or the stoic. He ut.tered
something like a hiss and attacked me. For a moment we tottered
on the brink of the hill and then over we went like two hogsheads of cider. About twenty feet below we landed in an entanglement of briers and tree tops. Meanwhile other fights were
raging on all sides. Finally some one yelled "satis" and we quit.
In the melee I lost my cap, ripped my shirt and swallowed a
mouthful of leaf mold. The others were minus sundry articles
of dress, such as socks, shoes, neck-ties, tempers and pompadours.
Rosy fingered dawn never saw campers so disheveled and in such
a state of deshabille. Hot, dirty and hostile, we went down to
the creek to wash our grime and anger away.
After breakfast the owl took another peep at the roisterer .
He found them gazing at the heavens with their eyes closed, with
the exception of Rube and Ed, who were shooting frogs in the
Styx.
The babes were not well represented at S. I. C. next day.
Morpheus had them in his clutches. Dooly was unearthed in a
hay loft, the others, whether walking or sleeping, were dead to
the world.
Of course I might tell you what happened behind the scenes
but I fear the editor would delete all that. How Ed and Bosie
went for milk and cider and almost forgot to come back; how
the same Bosie and Coxie walked back to the village next morning; how we shot Rube in effigy; how the day was spent; all these
will go down in history with that part of Christabel which
remained unwritten.
A. A. BUNGART, '18.

International Arbitration
Why It Is a Failure
We are living in a most critical period in the history of the
world. For never before has so vast and titanic a conflict rent
nations asunder; never before have so many men and so much
treasure been expended in any similar undertaking; and never
before have Death, and Ruin, and Desolation stalked so wantonly
in the trail of invading armies. Truly, the times are fraught
with peril, and many a nation finds its Ship of State sailing in
waters that are far from smooth.
Two years ago, when a Servian fanatic fired the shot that
set all Europe blazing, little did we dream what a turbulent career
was to be ours in the future. One after another the nations of
the Old World threw themselves into the maelstrom. Mere
spectators at first, they soon grew tired of watching; and, betaking themselves into the arena, they became actual belligerants in
turn. We, on the other hand, have held ourselves aloof; and so
we are still at peace.
We are still at peace. Industry, in all its branches, is at
fever heat. Shops and factories, that for years have lain idle,
again re-echo to the incessant roar and clank of machinery. Right
and left immense manufacturing plants have sprung into existence as if by magic. Small towns and villages, too, have felt the
quickening touch of Prosperity stirring them on to unwonted
activity. For there is plenty to do; and often the plow and
harrow lie rusting in the fields because the erstwhile husbandman
can earn more money at the lathe or workbench. Everywhere is
hustle and bustle; everywhere life and animation. Indeed, the
blessings of Peace are manifold and of incomparable variety.
It is but natural that, from time immemorial, men should
have longed for peace with all the ardor of their soul. Peace
means progress, and happiness, and prosperity; whilst the very
mention of war brings visions of ruin and desolation in all their
blackness. But how to do away with war,-that was the question.
Some tried this expedient, others that. All, however, had one
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thing in common,-they almost always ended in failure. And
International Arbitariton is no exception.
To say that International Arbitration is an invention of modern times is a gross inaccuracy. History shows us that time and
again efforts have been made to prevent war by bringing the
would-be belligerents together, to come to an amicable agreement. Oftentimes these efforts have been crowned with success.
In olden times this was by no means exceptional; nowadays, few
instances can be found where war was thus avoided. Many have
wondered why; few have succeeded in solving the riddle aright.
The fault, obviously, cannot lie with International Arbitration as such. For in theory at least it is simplicity itself. Someone has not inaptly compared it to an ordinary lawsuit. On one
side stands the defendant; on the other, arrayed against him, is
the plaintiff, bringing his charges before the tribunal of Justice,
where sits the judge in all the majesty of the law. Here is the
jury; there, the spectators. Substitute nations for indivduals
and you have International Arbitration.
When the scheme was first proposed to the nations they were
enthusiastic; but there was a polite silence. Eager as they may
have been to try the new arrangement, each was rather chary of
taking the initiative in so important a step. But such a state of
affairs did not last long. One after another, the nations came
forward, and now practically every flag is represented in the socalled International Tribunal. All knew the delights and advantages of peace; all knew the frightfulness and horror of war. This
new scheme had some good in it; at least no evil would result.
A trial would do no harm.
Considered in the abstract, it seemed indeed a cure-all for
every ill that might affect the nations. Heretofore they had
resorted to arms, but in the new regime, war would be done away
with. No more would the dull boom of cannon smite the ear
with its heavy thunder. No more would the country-side re-echo
to the measured tread of marching regiments. For all that would
be done away with. Our children would read of rivers, red with
blood; of charges and counter-charges, of the trench and the
hand grenade-and they would close their eyes and try to picture
to themselves the horror of such things. In their day, let it be
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remembered, International Arbitration would be in full operation. At the first sign of belligerency, the antagonists would betake themselves to the Court. Here a bloodless settlement would
be reached, and the affair would be over.
Then came the question of locality. Who was to get the
distinction of hou sing this important tribunal? If the choice were
to fall on the United States, the other Powers would look askance
at the young republic as being too ambitious. Were France to
be the one so honored, the Teutonic Alliance would glare with
suspicious eyeballs across the frontier and mutter ominously to
itself. Was it to be Germany? Or England, already too formidable? Neither power, nor might, nor prestige were to prove the
deciding factors. For mutual reasons the Great Powers selected
little Holland. It was neither ambitious, nor formidable, nor
mighty, and so it could in no way influence the decisions of the
Court.
Such an undertaking, however, required money. But not
long. For along came the guiding star of International Arbitration ; along came the good spirit, hi s ready hand stretching forth
the necessary pecuniary assistance; along came the guardian angel
of the peace of nations,-Mr. Andrew Carnegie, born in Dumfrieshire, Scotland. He saw the horror, and bloodshed, and
carnage of cruel war; he saw thousands and thousands of men,
sacrificing life and limb on the altar of Mars; he saw generation
after generation, trooping blindly into the bloody jaws of Moloch,
never to return; and last, but not least, he saw the financial
losses that war entailed; the rise in taxes, the decline in stocks,
the wanton destruction of property,-(for Carnegie was rich, and
owned much property )-all these he saw, and then determined
to aid the fight for Arbitration. For the cause was just, and
Andrew had money to burn. Besides, what did a few million
dollars matter, when he could get twice as much in return?
So he built a palace at the Hague and dedicated it to the
cause of Arbitration. A lordly palace it was, built of stone and
marble. Solemn and majestic, its slender tower pointing to the
azure sky above, it was indeed a triumph of architecture. Within
sat the jurists, ready to give the theory its first big test in actual
practice.
Consider its fa ilures merely in the past few years. There
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was the Balkan war with Turkey. When those small nations
banded together in preparation for their war with the Turk, what
was the course of action they adopted? Did they send ambassadors to the Hague to plead their case before the rest of the
world? Did they spend precious moments parleying back and
forth in an endeavor to mediate their differences? Full well we
know the answer. They wasted no time in words; they believed
in action. Quick, decisive action,-that was their creed. So
while the Big Powers were exchanging notes over the Balkan
situation the Sick Man of Europe was slowly being pushed across
the Bosphorus. When alien hands did interfere the struggle was
practically over. And nary a conference was held at the Hague.
The same thing happened in the second Balkan war. But
the friends of arbitration were not discouraged. "Wait till the
great nations become involved; they we will see." And see
they did!
It is almost two years now that that Titanic struggle is raging across the waters. Beginning with a suddenness and ferocity
that startled the world, it grew fiercer and more intense as time
went on. Why did not Austria go to the Hague and lodge a
formal complaint against the Servian conspirators? Why did not
Germany go when Russia refused to demobolize her forces?
Why not England, when she saw the neutrality of Belgium
violated? It is quite easy, in times of peace, to draw up rules
and regulations governing the conduct of nations at war. But
once let the war-clouds gather on the horizon and all laws, all
treaties are swept aside as so many scraps of paper. Royalty and
bOurgeoisie--there is but one tie that then binds them together,
but that one grips with a grasp of steel. It is the tie of patriotism.
What a strange, intangible thing is patriotism; yet how
powerful, how irresistible when once it secures a hold upon the
soul! Strong as are the ties of blood and friendship, the tie that
binds a man to the land of his forefather is no less strong. He
may wander into alien lands. Foreign strands may welcome him
with open arms. Time and tide may have wafted him far from
the smiling meadows that knew him as a boy. But in the hour of
peril he hears his country calling him and he cannot refuse. "My
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country needs me."-that is enough.
arbitration, no intricate diplomacy.
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He knows no Hague, no

Suppose a mighty nation were unjustly to attack a weaker
one. The weaker one naturally would protest at the Hague. In
either case it would be the loser. For were the Hague intimidated to render a verdict in favor of the stronger nation, it would
in this case simply be abetting an injustice. Were it to declare
itself in favor of the smaller, the mighty nation, in a rage, would
wreak its vengeance on its less robust enemy. This is just one
reason why such an international court is a failure. The smaller
nations, as a rule, are unwilling to carry their affairs to the
Hague, and the mightier nations usually are powerful enough to
fling the gauntlet in its face. Besides, nations after all are a
great deal like individuals. Both resent being bossed. Nations
especially so when the "boss" happens to be a mere arbitrary
body without power to enforce its decisions. Thus matters
stand.
When Andrew Carnegie and his confreres founded this
Court of Arbitration they invited every nation to participate. No
matter how small, as long as it was a sovereign state, every ruler
had his delegate, every court its representative. That is, every
court but one. That was the Papal Court.
The basis of International Arbitration is charity; and charity,
in its turn, rests upon religion. Not upon a religion, founded by
human malcontents, nor upon a religion that depends for its
propagation upon the sword or prison cell. But it must be universal; it must be of Divine origin. These marks are possessed
only by the Church of Christ, whose ruler is the Pope at Rome.
He is its sovereign head. Not a sovereign merely of the same
plane as secular rulers, but of a plane far higher than theirs.
Their kingdoms and dependencies are of this world, and must of
necessity pass away. Their concerns are of a material nature,
and are moreover limited to the confines of their own domain.
But the kingdom of the Holy Father is the kingdom of Christ.
Not of this world, it soars aloft in its splendor unto the heights
of the supernatural, there to shed its benign influence over all
who place themselves under its protecting aegis. "Go teach all
nations" was the mandate of the Lord to his disciples. Neither
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land nor sea, neither mountain nor valley was to hinder them in
their Divine mission. From country to country, from nation to
nation they and their successors were to spread their saving doctrine. It was a doctrine of love, whose tenets infused charity
into the hearts of men. It was the doctrine of the Catholic
Church. Therefore, She of all institutions should have been
invited to a seat in the Hague deliberations.
This International Tribunal, let it be remembered, was
founded to promote peace. Purely secu lar in personnel and
motive, it can hope for little, or only mediocre, success without
the assistance and co-operation of the Holy Father. He alone is
the vicar of Christ on earth, and is not Christ the Prince of
Peace? To leave the official legate of the Prince of Peace outside the pale of this conference is indeed ridiculous. For he
pre-eminently stands for peace. Throughout the ages we see the
noble work done by the Popes in the interests of law and order.
Time after time, when the stability of nations was placed in
jeopardy and hostilities were imminent, it was the Pope, and the
Pope alone, that staved off the threatening storm. His word was
law. "Roma locuta; res finita" applied to temporal affairs as
well as spiritu al. Then came the so-called Reformation of 1517.
When the smoke of battle cleared away some few years later, it
left the Pope shorn of much of his influence. But he has ever
continued unflagging in his zeal in behalf of peace. Tations may
storm and bluster, yet he stands firm for his principles, a veritable
Gibraltar amidst the raging seas about him. And this is the man
who received no invitation to take part in the conferences for
International Arbitration!
Some there are who still cling to the hope that war can be
done away with. Fond, but idle hope! Experience, the greatest
of all teachers, has clearly demonstrated the futility of such a
movement. For International Arbitration has been weighed in
the balance of experience and has been found wanting. Its
advocates struggle on without ever seeing the need of injecting
the true religion into their scheme. On that point they are blind.
But their agitation is bound to be a success. Even the very
moment of its triumph can be foreseen. When Gaul and Teuton,
forgetting all past differences, shall be one in heart and soul, and
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hand in hand, shall wander together down the valley of Time;
when Slav and Turk, no longer glaring at each other with bloodshot eyes, shall lay aside the lance and scimitar and shall embrace
with mutual affection; when haughty England shall relinquish of
her own volition her title as Mistress of the Seas; when greed,
and jealousy, and godlessness shall cease to permeate international
affairs, and the relations of one nation to another be governed by
a spirit of equity and justice, founded on religion,·-then, and
only then shall International Arbitration be a complete success.
And none of us, we know, shall live to see that day.

Lours A. LITzLER, '16.

On the Road
"SNEEZE, kid, your brains are dusty."
"Why, you poor yap, you are crying mud."
"Gimme that towel till I wipe the asphalt off my face."
"Gee, the more water I put on my mug the more cement I
mix."
These were some of the remarks that were flung around the
dressing room when we got to Tiffin. It was sure some trip. One
hundred and twenty-five miles over the dustiest roads in· creation.
But we had a fine time. Even now when I close my eyes and
hunch myself down into a rocker, I feel myself " busting" along
about ninety per hour with the carpet shooting along like a movie
of a Hindoo juggling colored steam. I'm so dizzy I can't tell a
ruler from a cork-screw. We started out of Cleveland at 9:00
a. m. to play Heidelberg at Tiffin, and until we found ourselves
away out of the Sixth City we had no trouble. Our first delay
occurred at Elyria. We were going clown a hill with the road like
velvet. The breeze is sweet balsam-the sun as genial as the
prosperous purveyor of pawned pocket-books; life is one sweet
dream. Bzzzerkspoliuyhnbgtr whang!! This scream gives the
hook to our dream. The back tire has pulled a bone. We drag
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off the dead tire and tire the machine anew. ("You know an auto
must be tired before it can go"). "Sock him on the beezer."
"Shove him in the creek."
But the delay is a pleasant one. It happened in front of a
country school, one of these "little red brick" places, with a buxom
blushing school ma'am. vVe called her down to see the "inspectors," and "Villa" Brickel presented her with a beautiful
bouquet of fresh dandelion s and was going to hold them under
her chin to see if "she liked butter," but the boys spoiled the budding roman.ce by starting on to Tiffin.
Well, we're off again-no, not our base--that is we are on
again. We are going to Tiffin. But, first, we have to hit Oberlin.
So we ask directions from the first "hay-yodler" we meet, gaping
at us through his foggy specks with hos mouth open so wide we
could see his back collar button.
"Oh ye go down this pike to the fir st brush pile, turn to your
right about six miles. Then thars a road 'at switches off to th'
left. Well, don't take it. Tum to left and cross the creek an'
ye'll hit the turn-pike into Oberlin, what switches off where old
Jake Clutterbuck's cow et the can of red paint."
With these lucid directions we're more off than ever-where
we don 't know-but we are going anyhow, giving the chickens
heart trouble and scaring the cows into becoming walking churns.
Vve sure were pikers to tum pikers on that turn-pike-poor fishthe pike turn ed and twisted like an eel. Once we nearly were
ditched but we had some classy drivers, believe me! Why, once
we tied a knot in a mule's tail without disturbing his disposition. We crossed the creek and hit a fine road , for, a half mile
further on it ended in a barnyard with a pack of rams staring at us
as stupidly as old man Stupor himself. We were afraid of getting
sent up to the sky so we didn't try to shoo them away. At last
the old farmer yollered at them or rather "speeczecked" ~t 'em
and we turned around.
Near Oberlin we came to a road under repair. As we touched
the new part to avoid a steam roller, some fat geezer (eating a
lunch) bellowed at us through a sandwich. For answer the machine hit the end of a railroad tie blocking the road and bounced
it like a caddy onto the poor bloke's dome. We sped on. But
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the v1s1on of the "eats" made our appetites peevish and we
speeded up a bit to hit Oberlin before we starved. Having
reached the town we found that dinner was miles away; at orwalk, to be more exact. Here we stopped for a drink. Water. Here
also, "Yegg" Andrews, second baseman, coaxed a horse shoe from
the wall of a grocery store. "Ha, boys," quoth he, "a horse shoe
for luck." And it did bring us luck. All kinds of it. But none of
it good.
At Norwalk we heard a queer whistling sound and a little
investigation traced it to Westropp's machine. As we stood there
in the roadway trying to collect our thoughts, there at the edge
of this town, what little wit we had left was scattered by the
eccentric manner of the people. The place looked like some
kind of circus with everybody tnrning handsprings, waving their
arms and twisting their fingers. What could it all mean! No
voices, but all of them grinning as broadly as elephants. We
nearly split our shirts laughing. Two people would be coming
down the street. All of a sudden, upon meeting, they would both
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turn over on their hands and keep right on walking. Where were
we? In the moon? We might have found out for ourselves but
just then three individuals came up in front of the machinesstopped-and over they flopped like nigger babies at a fair. We
began to get scared, and blew the horns to clear them away. They
stuck. One of them shoved a card into Steamer's hand. He read
it and then doubled up with hilarity.
"Let's clear out of this joint before we all get bugs," shouted
Hahn.
"Meet the delegates from the Evening Gesture," sputtered
Steamer, "the deaf and dumb newspaper."
The mystery was solved. We had run into a mute colony.
Some one told us afterward that they say "Good morning" by
turning a hand spring. Well, what to do? We couldn't make any
headway making goo ·goo eyes at each other. Besides we were
HUNGRY. See?
" What's the dope, Coach?" asked Mr. D'Haene. The Coach
sunk into a mood of reverie, scratching his nose with his thumb.
Immediately the three bloaks ran to pick up rocks. We fled.
The coach must have been swearing at them without knowing it.
Then we came to the main street, where the quest for the best
restaurant began. Meanwhile Westie's Winton was heaving
badly. So we ran in a garage where the "man" soaked us for
telling us that there was nothing broken. Again I say that we
were HUNGRY!
The restaurant was across the street. We entered. The
first thing to do was to remove the dust so that we could find our
mouths. It was a pretty little place with nice neat tables and an
inviting air, fragrant with the odor of something. Vases of fresh
green onions served as centerpieces. "Roast beef" we sang with
the gu sto of buccaneers. And we felt satisfied. Then the banquet commenced. Peas, beans, cabbage, potatoes, a whiff of each.
The waitress placed a plate in front of each.
"Madam, you have forgotten the roast beef," the choms
pealed.
For answer she smiled, poured some catsup on the plate and
said: "Use your imagination." We were not satisfied. We had
wanted to use our appetites, and lose them. But now our imagi-
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nations nearly killed us. With one long last lingering look at the
"swindle sheet" we filed out, paying our SOc. L. Sommer took a
menu along with him.
"I'm going to use my imagination on the way to Tiffin."
We're off again. I told you "No." This time for Clyde. Our
fame must have flown on the wings of the fragrant spring
zephyrs before us. For every wall, every barnyard was gay with
bunting from house and silo streamed the emblem of our country's
colors. Like conquering heroes rode we, down the buzzing thoroughfare with "Villa" Brickel in our midst. Ah! that one moment of a life time--that thrill a man feels when the entire
populace of a hamlet pours forth from field and grist mill,
country store and barn-yard to hail his coming. HUNGRY as we
were, we enjoyed the sights; the happy rustics munching their
peanuts in innocent contentment, some of them discussing the
prices of shoes; others cussing them; the rest lined up to watch
our passage.
Bzerrrrkspoliuyhngtrwhang!!! She's gone and done it. Right
in front of the Chamber of Commerce. They come. These curious farmers, with mouths open so wide we waited for the echo
of our voices in them.
For the next ten minutes we worked at the tire, amid the
rib-splitting remarks of the surging multitude.
"Ready boys !"
Clyde grows small in the distance. Green Springs was next
on our tour, the town whither folks are attracted by the mineral
springs. Suddenly, as we were looking for the place, the smell
of sulphur smote our nostrils and a white streak flashed by.
Green Springs was gone. Tiffin twelve miles away. In a short
time we were buzzing down Main Street. Bzzzerkspoliuyhnbtrwhang!! '! 'Nother tire. This time only five minutes from the
college. There was a rush to the dressing room, where we spent
the best part of an hour digging the dust from our visages, before
the game. But ah! we might just as well have left the grime
where it was, for- but why mar this tale of carefreeness by the
recitation of that contest in which the blue and gold was humbled
to the earth? With the crack of the last ball there was a rush to
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citizen's clothes and victuals. Everybody whom we asked sent us
to the Phoenix Restaurant.
After that "elaborate repast" partaken of in that well advertised beanery in Norwalk, it may be needless to state that, following a thirsty thirty miles in the wholesome country air a game of
ball, in which the infielders, in chasing around the bases, vied with
the outfielders in chasing the balls driven like cannon shot by the
Heidelberg players at the expense of our second string pitchers,
we lost no time in rushing into the beanery with appetites ready
for anything from buzz-saws to dynamite caps, prepared for the
worst but determined to play the bill-of-fare to the limit. As I
now recall the expression on the faces of those ranged about me,
that nervous haste with which each hand sought in vain for a
menu that look-ah that look of mingled wantonness and hunger
which augurs ill for any kind of viands, I do not wonder now,
as I did then, at the hurried consultation of proprietor and waiters, during which timorous glances were shot in our direction.
Finally one of the waiters, as bloodless as an egg from fear,
moved cautiously towards us, as one chosen for slaughter, keeping
the dish-laden counter between himself and us. Shivering with
frigid dread, I suppose, lest the proximity of strange meat (he
was plump) might hurl us back into cannibalism, he piped in a
weak faltering voice, "B r e a d e d P o r k C h o p s, P o r t e r
House-"
With a flash of teeth the cry went up "RAW RAW."
The waiter's fears were true. He fled to the kitchen.
In about fifteen minutes he returned, and served the water.
In five minutes he served more water. Anything to keep us
quiet.
In five minutes he served MORE water.
A low growl rumbled through the room . He bolted for the
kitchen. Again that savage leer corrugated the desperate
features about me. The breath came in short pants. Every face
was glued to the door through which the anemic one had fled. It
opened. The unmistakable odor of sizzling steak swept in like
a cool breeze in the hottest dog-days.
"Fiash'd all their 'messers' bare,
Flash'd as they turned in air,
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Carving the thick beef-steak air,
Craving for food, while
The bloodless one blubbered,
'Coffee, iced-tea, milk.' "
Alas for the heartlessness of such muddy knaves; our lips
scarce wiped since last we drunk.
"Fetch me a beaker of bantam blood; and haste thin wafer
of a slug or I'll peel your Adam's apple," hissed hungry Murphy.
"Hence clay-face for the juicy joints," growled Steamer,
"this famine so hath gripped mine jaws, I scarce can bark at a
sandwich."
"Come clotpoll, if thou need'st any aid to corner this heifer
But whisper and we'll throw the bull," boasted Andy Sommer.
"Sblood raisin' mug with roamin' nose to stare at a starveling
like a simpering ape. Off for the viands," sang Harks.
Then Mr. D'Haene speaks.
"Careful boys, 'Dainty bits
Make rich the ribs but bankrupt quite the wits.' "
"Then we'll end our days in the booby hatch." Chorus.
The kitchen door yawned. (Business of disposing of the
viands in true manly fashion.) Ah, me! 'twould have gladdened
the heart of Nero to have had about him such punishers of food.
We arose from the feast content, thankful. We had banished that worm, Appetite, which had played havoc with our
dispositions all day. Never before have we picked our teeth so
gratefully. After mailing a few postals, we turned our backs
upon Tiffin.
The evening was really beautiful. Darkness crept about us
slowly, silently, with its glowing stars clear as crystals, and the
quarter moon hung low in the heavens, shedding a trace of twilight upon the budding fields. The air was full of spring sweetness. As we bowled along the frightened bunnies would bounce
upward in the path of the searchlights, kicking up their downy
haunches as if scolding for our intrusion. Like the "Flying
Dutchman," the shadow of our machine, cast upon the snowy
apple trees ahead by the lights of the machine following, would
spring up and disappear with weird fascination. The night was
full of mystery.
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So were the roads. We had to stop at every cross-roads to
Jet Steamer Kegg read the signs. And in the end we would flip
a dime, and go accordingly. This method caused us to get lost
in the gullies of Birmingham, where we coasted down a hill so far
that we expected to pop out in Peking. At some places we
awakened the neighbors with a serenade of Klaxons and out
they would come armed to the whiskers. Fremont was next.
The moon was now high in the heavens.
Bzzzerksploiuyhnbtrwhand!!!! I!! Yegg Andrews hid in the
alley. Some of the boys went into a wall paper store where they
got some ice cream. It looked like paste. Mr. D'Haene bought
a sack of peanuts. And we stood in front of a jewelry store doing
the squirrel act. Suddenly the lights died. We moved to another
place. Suddenly the lights died. We stood in front of the movie.
Suddenly the lights died. Good night! What's wrong? No
wonder the folks feared us. For of all the desperate human
cuttle-fish we were worse than any that had ever slit a jugular.
We got started again. Steamer has been dubbed the "Pathfinder" and right off the bat he loses the road to Oberlin. We
were there once but unaware of it we turned back to Vermillion,
where we roused a sleepy garage keeper for gasoline. Our next
move was directed by Ray Craft. He wanted to get to his home
in Lorain and leave a note on the kitchen table informing his
folks that he was out.
"Ho boys. To Norwalk."
"Haste, boys, or we'll have to eat limberger."
So we ran into Norwalk where we had used our imagination
to such little effect, to hold our midnight cabaret, and to greet
Friday in true Bacchanalian ecstasy with Terpsichorean strains
tickling our nimble ( ?) tootsies, blended with the sweet tintinnabulation of tin spoon and mighty walled cups. What a sorry
looking bunch of wind-broken swinge-bucklers we were, hoary
with dust and sleeping with our eyes wide open. The first thing
Murph. did was to bend double on the sidewalk.
"What's the stunt, Murph.?"
"Aw lemmelone. Can't ye see I'm in a stooper?" (stupor).
Sixteen weak we clumped into the Arcade Cabaret Hot-dog
Kennel. It was a Greek joint.
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"Hustle the hams, Aeschines. We've only got six minutes to
stow 'em."
For, you see, standing as we were, six minutes from the
equator of Thursday and Friday, we had to eat our sandwich on
Thursday and wash it down on Friday with the so-called coffee.
At that Bud Harks, who had been looking for a barber shop, had
to eat a cheeze.
"Aw, I should bother my brain. I ain't no manicure."
"Midnight and morning lunch,
A ham sandwich for me,
And may there be no jostling in the bunch
When I drink my coffee."
With this prologue we sank our incisors into the yielding
dough.
Danny Gallagher threw the Victrola into a spasm of a Hoolahoola, and the madding crowd went nuts as we wended our
ways among the tables dancing the bolero to the following strain :
"Holy smoke, Holy smoke,
Dippy are weeeeee,
Whirling Sonora, stirring Mocha Java.
Clutter, Clutter Clutter Buck,
Never shave with a butter knife."
The dance over and the victuals vanquished, the manager
dispersed himself of the disbursement for the Greek, and the gay
party dispersed.
"Midnight, then Friday mornWellWe went into the dark
To find our way to OberlinGee!
But it was dark."
The moon was low in the Heavens when we started. It had
risen higher at Fremont. Now it was lower again. We sped
along. The moon is lower in the Heavens. The moon is lower
in the Heavens. The moon is lower in the Heavens. She's gone.
The cold breeze which moans o'er the moors at morn chills our
marrow. Stiff and stark we sit bolt upright sucking in the dank
humors of night through our overcoat collars. Sleep? Impos-
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sible except to "Red" Wise, who was hibernating and snorting
like a horse from the moment we left Tiffin.
Ah! the sweet serenity of the wee sma' hours in the land of
furrow and straw-stack, through which we moved silent as a
spectral vision. 'Twas a moment such as unshorn poets would
pray for weeks to pass. I sunk into a mood of reverie.
As from out the depths of rush-fringed bog,
There came to mine list'ning ears
The hollow cry of the pock-marked frog,
"Ah, me," did I sigh, "what fears
Of mothers' anxious hearts 'twould Jay
If Monsieur Le Toad could be taught to play
For peevish brats, his roundelay,
Like marbles rattling on a granite cup."
Carranzappista!!!!!!!! Holy shades of rheumatic chimpanzees! "Wake up, good sirs, my comrades. Was that not the
sound of "rosy fingered dawn" cracking her knuckles in the east?"
"Naw, you poor germ. That's our eighth puncture. Get
your coat off."
"Where are we?"
"Picking pink black-berries in Siberia."
"Oh, I thought we might be near somewhere."
(Business of changing tires.)
We're off again. We ain't. The tire is beyond repair.
"Westie, we'll have to go to Elyria for a tube. The sign
says, 'Stop 30.'"
So they start for Elyria, and we stay behind. It is now 4 :30
a. m. and day is breaking.
Like a slow smile the sunrise lit up the landscape, with a
cloud here and there floating like a dainty bit of rainbow and
growing larger, just as a vessel coming over the horizon. First
it tinted the tree tops where the robins had built their nests, and
awoke them; and they flung their blithe "cheerups" from hill to
hill, swelling in enchanting crescendo till the vernal choir filled
the air. From the barnyards chanticleer flung his defiant challenge, waking "Red" Wise up.
"Ain't those guys back yet?" he yawned.
"No, and it's only 6 :15."
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Well, the long and short of it all was this: When they had
got within a mile of Elyria, Bzzzzerkspoliuyhnbgtrwhang!!!!!!!!!
And it took them an hour to fix it, and another hour to get back.
They came back to find us snoring, playing ball, with Louie

Sommer sleeping with his chair against the radiator, since it was
warm there, and he knew we couldn't leave without him.
We got to school in time for mass. Then began all over
again that task of mining for our features.
"Say, boys, when you take off the mud carry it over into
the yard and we'll use it to fill in the base lines."
After washing down a bun with some coffee, with faces red
as beets and wide awake as owls, we take our seats in class. None
of us had slept for 24 hours. My tale is ended.
Only one thing remains. Mr. D'Haene, Manager Kegg,
Coach Savage, and all the members of the team, wish to express
the gratitude which they feel to Carl Hahn and George Westropp
for putting their machines at our disposal. It was a rare treat
to be able to take such a trip in their cars.
But aside from the comfort we felt in the autos, we never had
the slightest reason to fear for our safety with such excellent
drivers as George and Carl at the wheel. If they were ordered
to follow Villa through the alkali wastes of Mexico we'd back
them to fetch back Pancho's body dead or alive. Coolness and
nerve are the stock of Carl and George, for they never hesitated
in any emergency, and didn't "cuss" the tires once though they
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blew out nine times. They are two of the most reliable drivers
in Cleveland.
Again I say with the rest of us, "It was some trip."
A. C. }. BRICKEL.

A Boy Soldier
(An Inciden t suggested by a narrati ve o f John A y scou g h )

"I know, Father, that I'm stricken,
And I'll see the day no more;
Dusky shadows round me thicken,
Death stands waiting at the door.
But I'm not afraid to meet him,
For I've tried to keep God's laws,With a smiling eye I'll greet him,
Dulling thus his sharpened claws.
" I have sinned, my dearest Father,
Let me now confess to you,
That I may be spotless, Father,
When my Sovereign I view.
" Long I've counted on this hour,
When the hand of God draws near,
And I've prayed He'd grant me power
Not to show the coward's fear.
"Give me now, my Lord and Master,
That He may encourage me ;
Hasten, please, most gentle Pastor,
I am near Eternity.
"For I want Him to possess me
In that moment feared by all,
And to soothe me and caress me,
At the judgment's trumpet-call"
Soon the Sacrament was given,
And the boy partook of Love,
And his soul, confessed and shriven,
Passed to peaceful realms above.
Unseen angels floated nearer
To the figure on the bed,
And their heavenly song grew clearer,One more soldier-soul had fled.
Raymond E. Craft, '18.

Editorials
It is a mistaken fallacy to think that, when school
closes in June and the necessity for plugging away at
our books no longer exists, we should pile them away
in a dark corner, forget all we have learned, give up daily Communion, abandon all our pious practices, and do nothing but loaf.
No, the summer is the time when we should endeavor to become
all the more fervent, because during the summer we have less to
occupy our minds, and we are for that reason the more liable to
temptation. Hence, we should be all the more on our guard
instead of throwing open all our defenses, and fairly inviting the
enemy to enter. To those who can, I would say by all means
keep up your daily Communion; for if we needed our Lord during the school year, we need Him just as much, and more, during
the summer months. Don't think that because you have been
faithful for nine months, you can let your piety and fervor lie
dormant for the other three. For, if you do, I am afraid it will
emerge at the end of the three months' sleep very weak and
emaciated. But to many who live far from the church and
work during the day, daily Communion will of course be
impossible. Yet, they should at least approach the Holy Table
every Sunday, and still they can procure many graces daily by
means of that great instrument of grace, Spiritual Communion.
Although they cannot receive Christ sacramentally, yet they can
receive Him spiritually as often as there are minutes in the day.
"My sweet Jesus, since I cannot now receive Thee in Holy Communion, come spiritually into my heart, and make it Thine own
forever." A simple little prayer, and yet a hidden treasure of
graces. And there is also that salutary practice, the morning
offering, by which we consecrate every thought, word and action
to God. Thus we sanctify the whole day. And if we do this our
piety will not be a cloak which we doff and don at pleasure, but
will be an integral part of our lives.

Summer
Piety

J.

B., '18.
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The scholastic year is rapidly drawing to a close. In
Revoir less than two weeks the examinations shall have been
finished, and we shall once more bid farewell to our
professors for the summer months. Short months they are; too
short, in fact, for most of us. With heavy heart we shall leave
the class-room behind us; shedding copious tears, we shall clear
out our desks and shall trudge homeward with our books securely
under our arm. Latin, Greek, and mathematics,-we love them
all, and are loath to divorce our elves from their cheery company. Yet "absence makes the heart grow fonder." So, to prove
to ourselves the truth of that old saying, we lay our text-books
out of sight up in the attic. For a while, at least, we shall be free.
Our time is ours to do with as we please.
But we must be on our guard. Vacation, with its joys and
pleasures, is also a time of danger both to mind and morals. The
accustomed routine of the school-year i missing. There are no
daily lessons, no allotted tasks, no irksome exercises to prepare
for the morrow. Vve have lost all interest, for the time, in
Cicero; Xenophon, with his heroic ten thousand, is about as welcome as an undertaker at a picnic; and as for Wentworth or
Guggenberger,-well the less said the sooner mended. It is the
fishing-rod, and the tennis racquet, and the Pack-Ford Six that
hold us in their grip. As a consequence, our higher faculties
become dulled, and we are prone to take things a bit too easy.
We are but human after all. Yet we must not forget that the
decalogue was meant for summer use also, and that the mere
fact of its being vacation does not furnish us with a license to
sow wild oats.
But enough of this moralizing. This is an editorial, not a
sermon. Already the writer of this article can feel the waters of
old Lake Erie splashing about his dainty ankles; he can feel the
throbbing of his little "Lizzie" as the trusty flivver chug-chugs
along the country roads of Cuyahoga County; and into his ears,
like sweet music, comes the cry of "40--love" floating across the
tennis court. Ah me, will vacation NEVER come?
With this issue the first year of LUMINA'S existence among
us comes to a close. Like every other youngster she had her
faults and short-comings. If you chanced to detect them, we
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humbly beg your pardon and promise to avoid them in the
future. If they escaped your notice,-why, so much the better.
One and all, we have tried to make LUMI A a torch in fact as
well as in name, that it might cast a ray of gladness in your path
by its youthful presence.
With the passing of this scholastic year comes also the last
number of LUMINA for 1915-16. So she bids you farewell for
the summer. May your vacation be a pleasant one, filled with
joy, and happiness, and good cheer a-plenty. May your days be
filled with sunshine and your nights with soothing dreams. That
is what LUMINA wishes you as she bids you "Au Revoir."
L. A. L., '16.

* * * * *
Finis
On the twenty-first of this month the college will celeCoronat brate its annual commencement exercises. There will
Opus
be the final distribution of a wards and prizes; there
will be the usual speeches, together with the address
of valediction. Year after year the program varies but little;
it is the actors that come and go, never to appear a second time
in the role they play that evening.
At length we too must sever the ties that bind us so closely
to St. Ignatius. How strong, how powerful they are, now that
they must be broken ! The many happy hours we spent together
within its walls come crowding back upon us. The old, familiar
faces that we knew so well, no longer shall greet us there as of
yore. For our days at St. Ignatius are now a thing of the past.
Seven years ago, when first we crossed its threshold, we were
as strangers in a strange place. Everything was new, everything
so different. Latin and Greek, and the other studies that we now
look back upon with pleasure, rose up before us like so many
spectres. Often indeed the going was difficult and the way far
from smooth. Often, too, no light shone through the darkness
that rose so formidably before us. Some there were who,
through one cause or another, dropt from the ranks and fell by
the wayside. Slowly our numbers diminished until there are
but a handful left. Through trials and difficulties we have stuck
together. When the going was hardest, when Discouragement
and Listlessness marshalled their forces against us in strong
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array, then it was that we were buoyed up by the good example
and kind words of our professors. Loyal and true, they can never
be repaid for all they have done for us.
But we must now say farewell. Farewell to our teachers, to
our fellow students, and to the halls wherein we passed such
happy moments. Vl/e shall always carry them in our memory,
pleasant recollections of those seven years at St. Ignatius.

L. A. L., '16.

Alumni Notes
The eyes of the Alumn i Editor were delighted as they lighted upon
the following letter from one of the old boys, submitted to him by the
editor-in-chief. Come now, Alumni, th is is an excellen t start. Send U>
news of one another. Make us of Lumina to turn the light of recollection
on yourselves, you r forme r classmates, and old professors. There is an
eager band of youngsters here who will be surprised to hear that so many
men coming to the front of their professions just now are sons of their
own Alma Mater. Let your light besides being a solace to yourselves
be also an inspiration to yo ur younger brothers. Lumina will welcome
any news you send. Listen to this interesting bundle of it-all about the
class of 1910.
10811 D et roi t Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio,
May 14th , 1906.
Dea r Ed itor Lumina:
Late one beautiful afternoon in May, I looked th rough a window on
th e second floo r of my home and saw Detroit avenue practically deserted.
[ gazed upon the panorama that was set befo re me. In the East, th e last
fumes of industry curling from factory smoke-stacks began to subside
for the day. In the North, all was silent except for an occasional freight
boat plying its merry way to the docks; and along th e lake shore rich;
ru stling foliage gave promise of a luxuri ant harvest. In the West, the
houses close to one another hid most of nature from my view, but could
not obscure the inflamed sun, as it paid its last respects to a dying day.
I drew back from the window, almost so rrow ing at the demise of that
day, and reclin ed in a parlor arm chair, as if to distract my mind from
the business, which had occupied it at th e office only a few hours ago.
I thought about my Alma Mater and rem embered my resolution to write
to Lumina's editor at the first opportunity. Soon my eye-lid s were heavy
and my imaginaion pictured for me a gathering of classmates which had
taken place one month before. Th e tw enty of us wh o had been in sophomore class during 1908-1909 und er the guidance of Rev. F. X. Senn,
S. J.. assembled to awaken fr om a dead past the Crimson Society which
had existed at the college several years ago. Father Senn was there and
drew from his inside pocket a notebook wherewith to call the roll as
of yore. The gathering looked for all the world like a class in Tacitus.
Horace or Tully Cicero. The presence of th e various members naturally
reminded one of college days and of events with which these several
classmates had become associated.
First on the roll was Edmond Ahern, now a priest at St. Thomas'
Church. His presence brought back to memory a more or less serious lad,
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who in his college days came to class accompanied by two rosy cheeks as
acolytes.
Next in alphabetical list came Charles Bechler, a business man, somehow associated with the Electric Battery and Carbon Industry. He has
no present desire to incriminate himself for the misdeeds of his collegt>
career.
Maurice Casey is now a priest at St. Columba's Church, Youngstown.
Even in his college days he was known to have a sympathetic disposition.
He distinguished himself in his Sophomore year as the official ringer of
the Angelus; and, because of living close to the college, occasionally
persuaded his mother to give the boys a handout.
Leo Collins is now a priest at St. Mary's, Painesville. Rev. Leo
when a college student evinced a predilection for mathematics and many
a time did he give joy to the heart of Father John Froebes by his apt
replies. For instance, Rev. Leo went down on the record as discovering
one day that when the respective coefficients of X and X' in an effected
quadratic equation are equal and are joined by a plus sign, the sum of the
roots is equal to minus one.
Next came Leo Cunningham, S. J., who is still a student at St. Louis
University. He was the angel of the class and the scholar. And let me
tell you that if you ever fall sick he can come to your bedside and rou se
your drooping spirits by relating how his grandmother left Ireland several
years ago with the expectation of finding gold bricks on the streets of
New York.
Clarence Dik, a priest at Our Lady of Lourdes' Church, knew how to
do one thing, and that was work. He worked at his books like a dear one.
but incidentally he did not scruple to let the air out of Joe Reid's
bicycle tires one rare day in June.
James Eischen, a priest at Stephen's Church, was another hard-working
scholar, but also a dramatist of no mean order. His vocation to the priesthood seems to have manifested itself at an early age because I remember
that when his desk was adjacent to mine in the autumn of 1903 he was
continually drawing pencil sketches of a priest at Mass.
John Friedl-"0, my dear John, are you late again?" That was the
usual greeting he received from his professor each morning. Once in a
while he startled the class by arriving on time. But John is a man of
affairs now.
Dan Gallagher, now a priest at Holy Name Church, used to play
basket hall like a professional. He likewise distinguished himself by elo ·
cutionary performances and will doubtless make effective use of his
speaking ability to attract men's hearts to God.
Joseph Kresina, a priest at St. John Nepomucenes' Church, as a
student strongly believed in having "metts sana itt corpore satto." He used
to play short-stop perfectly and knocked out many a home run to the
dismay of the opposing team. I often regret that I did not accept the
invitation he once extended me to go picking chestnuts in Parma.
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could hardly be seen as he mourned for the day which was sure to die and
a few hundred feet out Detroit avenue the ch urch bell in St. Rose's belfry
called the faithful to venerate the Virgin Queen of May and to adore the
Sacramental Presence of her Son.
CHARLES P. BECHLER, Ex. 1910.

* * • • *
Franci s L. Becka has ever been known by his classmates as the imperturbable. In adversity, no less than in good fortune, his has been the
temperament of tranquility and serenity which, it is ou r ardent wish, he
may continue to posgess throughout the many hard ships that his professed avocation, medicine, will hurl in hi s path .

• * • * •
Patrick Burke, in addition to his other talents, has been endowed
with a predilection for practical joking which, coupled with his neverfailin g good humor, have made him a general favorite with hi s fellow
graduates. Our beloved Hibernian is also noted for the number and
variety of his ti es.

* * * * *
Anthony ]. Harks, a budding Car uso, is known far and wide for his
vocal ab ility. He is also a great admirer of the well-known Mr. Chaplin,
of movie fame. Much of the success of the basketball and baseball team;
was due to hi s brilliant work. Bud is sure to make a hit in whatever lin.:
of work he intends to place him self, as he has the perseverance and coolness of a real business man.

* * * * *
Charles F. Hill, the sage, the philosopher, the man of deepest intellect, has always been th e star of the class when it came to winning honors.
Charlie finds great delight in unraveling mental problems that dri ve hi s
fellow-students almost to the verge of insanity. Of a modest and retiring
disposition, he prefers the solitude of his native Brooklyn to the f1m111m
strepitumque of the big city. He is also quite an athlete, being a passionate
devotee of croquet.

* •• * *
John M. Kegg is as jovial as he is big. That alone is sufficient commendati on for "Steamer." His oratorical accomplishments are many and
great. Bright stars adorn the horizon of his future whichever way he
turns. And now, as he confidentially remarked, he intends to purchase
a Ford, which, sad to say, is a very inadequate preparation for the journey
through life.

* * * • *
August ]. Kleber, a pianist of no mean talent, is also known for his
quiet and studious disposition. He never took part in any athletics, preferring a volume of Benson to the baseball bat. Gus will soon transfer
his activities to other fields, for the next few months will see him begin
taking up his studies for the priesthood.

CL.\SS OF 'lti
J(aymond Ripton
Albert )lurphy
John \\'. Kc..·g~
Charlc..·s F. llill
.\nthony ,1. Hark"
Edmund Smrcina
.\ugust .1. Kleht.•r
Francis 1.. lh:c.:::ka
Louis .\. Li1zlcr
Patrick Hurke

J.
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Louis A. Litzler. With the departure of Monsieur Louis, LUMINA
will be on the lookout for a new editor. Louie never was strong on athletics, though once or twice when the honor of the class seemed to be in
the balance, he donned a basketball suit, and tried to pull their side of the
pan the right way. He doesn't sing, dance, play (if we except pinochle),
or shoot and so those who have the habit of rubbing their noses and
looking wise, say that he will either take up newspaper work, medicine,
law or banking.

* * * * *

Albert Murphy is known far and wide for his athletic prowess, being
a star at eve ryth ing in that line he takes up. He is also quite a traveler,
having made a trip to Muncie, Ind., under extraordinary circumstances.
Ask Bud about it. He is president of the Senior class and a member of
Lumina staff. Bud's jovial character will surely (as it has already done)
win him many friends in later life.

* * * * *

]. Raymond Ripton, a newcomer in our midst, has, by his basketball
prowess, securely lodged himself in the affections of his Alma Mater.
The modest ham let of LeRoy, N. Y., prides itself as being his birthplace.
And we venture to predict that at some future date this town's sole claim
to distinction will lie in the bond of birth which it possesses with onr
classmate. Ray is also a student of no mean ability. As barrister, his
name no doubt will be engraved in the hall of fame along with those of
Blackstone, Erskine, and other immortals.

* * * * *

Edmund Smrcina has ever been noted for the facility with which he
mastered the intricacies of Horace, Virgil, Homer, and the rest of that
ancient cohort of bards. We are indebted to Ed for having won a place
in the Intercollegiate Latin contest last year. Always a faithful student,
he gave Charlie Hill a tight race for highest honors in the class. He
was one of the best members of the Scientific Academy, having devoted
much effort to its noble work.

College Notes
Lecture
Club

The Lecture Club has just completed the first year, or r ather
half-year, of its existence,-and a most successful one it has
been. From January 19th, the date of the initial lecture, up to
the present time, the lecture on the Little F lower has been del i ver~d
twenty-eight times, to approximately 11,000 people and has everywhere
met with hearty approbation. Encouraged by this success, several other
lectures are being prepared. One is on Lourdes, the shrine a nd its pilg rim ages, another on Joan of Arc, the soldier-maid of France, a third
on St. Ignatius, the soldier-saint and another will attempt to throw a little
light on the "Dark Ages." All these it is hoped, will be ready for the
open ing of the next lecture season, and if the reception accorded the
"Little Flower" may be taken as a criterion, they will meet with instant
success.

Oratorical
Contest

* * * * *

The first contest in oratory was held in the Library Auditorium, April 26th. This was something of an innovation,
as heretofore a public debate has always been held. However, no one regretted the change, as a delightful evening's entertainment
was furnished . All the speakers displayed marked ability, to such a degree, in fact, that the audience seemed to sha re the difficulty of the judges
in choosing a winner. After some deliberation the judges announced their
choice. It was John W. Kegg, '16. Mr. Kegg's speech was powerf ully conceived and forcefully delivered. His subj ect was "The Need of Social
Activity." The speech itself appears in this issue of LUMINA.

* * * * *

Concert and In all the glory of dress suits and gleaming shirt fronts,
Operetta
the glee club and orchestra made their debut in the first
annual concert and operetta at the Cleveland Theatre, on
the evening of May 17th. Few, it must be confessed, expected the performance to be exactly noteworthy, it being the first one of its kind attempted; but all were agreeably surprised at the eclat which characterized
the execution of the entire programme. The entertainment was divided
into two parts. The first part consisted of a concert. A tenor solo by
Anthony Harks, assisted by the glee club and orchestra was well received .
So, too, was the violin solo by J ohn Schaefer. McGinness, Whitty and
Sinnott shared the prima donna honors, and Tom Brown gave the grand
finale to the concert with the Hungarian Rhapsody and Gems from the
Opera. His encore piece, his own arrangement of the Adeste Fideles,
held the entire audience in breathless wonder.
The second part of the entertainment was an operetta, "The Chimes
of Warning." Whitty's singing, Schwartzwelder's dancing and Madaras

ST. ](;:-; .\TIL"S COLLECE (;LI::E CLL'H
Stand.ing: Haymond Cray, James (;aJiagher, Edward F. ~1adaras, ]. ll arolcl Traverse. Daniel I. (;allaghcr. \'ictnr Black. Stt>phen Foen•tncr. Edward
ll odous, ]ames Slowey, Bernard Hausmann, Joseph lleidclberg.
Seated: Frank Gross. Louis Perm e. \Ne nceslaus Sroub. Stephen Jacobson . Edwin ()'~hca. Frank Brucker Rt:v. \"icto r \\'iuter, James Deering.
George Xovak, George 1.. \\'arth, Donald .\dams, .\nthony j. Harks.
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laughable presentation of the blustering police commiSSioner, were the
features of this part-not to omit the very villainous villain portrayed by
Roy Bourgeois. The following notice appeared in a subsequent issue of the
Catholic Universe, and seems to bespeak the general appreciation of the
Co!lege's first Concert and Operetta.
We may as well admit it at once. We went to the concert of the St. Ignatius'
orchestra and glee club with the convinced expectation of sitting through a very
amateurish offering-and we came away wondering. We are still wondering. We
wonder bow it happens that one college numbers among its students so many accomplished musicians. We wonder bow Father Winter managed to organize so balanced
an orchestra and to train them to harmonize so admirably. We wonder why there
were not the nervous breaks and embarrassing bitches which we usually associate with
any but finished professional performances.
Doubtless the majority of the overflow audience shared our wonder. At the rise
of the curtain when the orchestra opened the program with an overture from "Martha,"
many were under the impression that they were in the Hippodrome listening to a
concert of the late Cleveland Symphony. Father Winters' work had all been done
beforehand and there was no straining after results. Everything progressed smoothly
and easily, so that the whole entertainment was thoroughly enjoyed till the last
ringing down of the curtain.

•••••

Intercollegiate
Latin Contest

Four places out of ten I When the results were Hashed
on the bulletin board, they were greeted with- silence.
No handshakings, no congratulations. What's the matter? Have we grown so accustomed to places in the Latin contest tha~
the record of winning four places of ten-almost half-cannot stir even
a flutter of delight, even a momentary thrill of satisfaction? LUMINA
wishes to take this opportunity of congratulating the successful Latinists:
Tom Chambers, '17; Ray Craft, '18; Art Brickel, '17, and Tom Doran, '18.
Their places were fourth, seventh, eighth and tenth, respectively.

•• •••
Elocution
Contest

The annual contest in elocution took place on Wednesday,
May lOth, before a large and varied audience. The silvertongued elocutionists ably demonstrated that St. Ignatius is
not behindhand in the production of orators, and the audience showed
their appreciation by continued applause. The college orchestra was
present and it, too, was accorded a hearty reception. The winners in the
various sections were: Hugh McNicol, William Giblin, Roy Bourgeois
and Stephen Foerstner.

• * • • *

The Scientific Academy has just closed a successful season.
Many interesting lectures were given before the academy during the year, both by students and visitors, and some of the
lectures were presented outside the college, where their reception was an
indication of their worth. This is all the more remarkable when we consider that it was the Academy's first year, and may be taken as an indication of coming prosperity. The public lectures were ably given by A. A.
Bungart and T. A. Doran. It has just been announced that a gold medal
Scientific
Academy
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will be presented by the academy to the member producing the best treatise
on "Light and Illumination." The contest is open to the college classes and
also Fourth High.

* * * • *

On Friday evening, May 19th, Messrs. Deering and Hodous gave their
lectures on "The Making of Steel," and "Geysers" to the pupils of West
Park Academy, West Park, Ohio.
T. ]. D., '18.
]. B., '18.

(Photo bs .IIOI'quard)
Roy Bourgeois as Karl Kra'! and William W hitty as .\ lexis
Edward F. ~ l adaras as ll ans Bluster
Frank Brucker as Prince l~upert and Roy Bourgeois as Karl Krag

[

High School Notes

The romantic month of ] une engages our attention. Fain would our
lyric quill celebrate with rhythm and rhyme its florescent fairness had we
the boon of a rhyming dictionary. Whereof we are not possessed-hence
we must employ prosaic prose.
Well, after our romantic flight, we are again "settled" and ready to
discuss topics more material. What we wish to commend highly in these
opening lines is the moral support, which has been offered by our younger
brothers of the first year. The youthful proteges of the classics have
been in the first line for every little movement that has been set in motion
during the college's storm of innovations. The awakening, as it were,
has been met with equal occasion by the first year contingent and these
words in their favor would only half suffice for their loyal support. First
High A gives us the boosters, First B a trio of birds in McGinness, Sinnott and Whitty, that would make Farrar, McCormack or H . Caruso
sit up and listen. The only difference we can sight in our singers and the
more famed artists is their salaries. And not to forget division C. While
little has been heard from it in the play, or the operetta, they make UJ>
when it comes to the baseball team. To see Pat Reilley loaded down with
a chest protector, mask, bats, gloves, etcetera, during or previous to our
games you will be convinced that the mascot is the "tenth member of the
nine."

* * * * *

Third B, headed by Sylvester Mahoney, set out on a barnstorming
tour with hopes of conquering new laurels outside of the College. Their
first formidable rivals were the Alumni of Holy Name School. After a
gruelling ten-inning pitchers' battle, the tribe hustled on with a scalp tied
to their belts and flashed to the school the well-known "vmi, vidi vici."
P. S.- Chink Mahoney was on the hill for his team and also Chink
Mahoney's index monicker is Sylvester. (What a revelation.)

* * * * *
By this time we suppose our gentle reader will assume a surprised air,
look suspiciously at the head lines of their piece and wonder why Fourth
High has not been mentioned as yet. We realize, gentle reader, that this
class of Fourth High has received such little mention in these columns, so
we will say a word or two-but just a word.

* * * * *
For the past few issues we have been trying to solve an immense
difficulty. This said problem is not a serious one, but just a little tantalizing. "How are we to get as many fellows to figure in this column so
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that they can read the magazine with some personal interest?" Well, we
have arrived at a conclusion. Our plan is to put on the "grand finale" by
quoting a familiar expression, phrase or saying of the boys during the
past year-so here goes.
Walter Ahern: "I thought the old game was one that I knew, .but
it's all different now."
Walter G. Dorsey: "Yes, my middle name is Ganymede."
Ralph McMonagle: "How are you and yours?"
J. Harold Traverse: "I have never been to Euclid Beach."
Ralph Koehler: "The angry waters get angry at 'most any thing,'
the Cuyahoga for instance, because so many bridges 'cross' it."
Frank Andrews: "I was one of those fellows who thought the
Friars were a bunch of chefs."
Carl Hahn : "I was out in society last night with the bus-yes, it was
another big 'blow out.' "
Russell Westropp: "Coach Savage thinks a great deal of me; he
thinks I am wonderful or 'wanderful.'"
Stewart Gallagher: "After the Tiffin trip, I sat near Walter Dorsey.
He slept occasionally during the different periods, but, say, when it came
to English class he went through in grand style. He answered every
questi on about the great authors' works. Well, I guess he was 'well red'
that day."
Harry Sands : "The bigger the drop, the harder they flop."
E. Frances Shannon: "Give me fiiverty or give me death." (No
apologies to Town Topics, Henry Ford or Patrick Henry.)
Ray Gilbo: "Here comes Tootsie, another one of my playmates."
Albert Hill: "Do you think this is a pest house? Let me see that
book."
Walter Kiewel: "I am convinced that 'pun' is the short for punish.''
Jerry Hanley: "Where did Robinson Crusoe take the man Friday on
Saturday night?"
John Buck: "I was present when the dove of peace drowned in the
grape juice."

* * * * *
After we succeed in quoting the above gentlemen we next turn to a
scheme of getting the fellows to figure. In case one, who just can't place
a fellow, would like some of the fellows described, we are willing, and
here you are. This is just another scheme--just elegant foolery, Lancelot.
Edward A. ( ?) McDonnell-Rather tall slight, his hair worn in the
Marcello wave, a syckee projecting from rear, has the legato down to a
perfection, does not chew, smoke, drink or love flowers; he is a great
solitaire chess fiend, very observant when put to the strain; his hobby is
the "ponies."
Bill Clyne-Rather tall, sandy mustache, slight English accent, often
referred to as a cus-todian of the gym.
Tom Morris-The vampire of the school. Has a rich voice, wicked
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eyes, ha ha laugh, has that "even as you and I" swagger, always dangles
a red rose from his index finger. But he never saw Theadosia Goodman.
Jim Mally-Complexion- stout. Never saw a horse race till the
other day. Hughie Mack was chasing Rascoe Arbuckle, he claims. Mr.
Mally is quite a ventriloquist; "used to be good last year." Has been
keeping steady company with Francis Surtz for the last four years.

* * * * *
Whereas, it hath behooved the Lord of Life, in the manifestation of
His inscrutable will to quench the life light of James Cozzens, father of
our brother student, James P. Cozzens and uncle of Thomas A., at a time
when its glow and warmth was very dear and precious to those living
within its loving influence; and
Whereas, the darkness into which they have been plunged by the
extinguishing of their light of love, is dispelled only by the more dazzling
effulgence of the love of God; therefore,
Be it hereby Resolved, that we, the students of Fourth Year High,
the fellow classmates of James and Thomas, express herewith our deepest
and most heartfelt sympathy and condolence in their bereavement.
Be it further Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
families of our bereaved classmates and another be published in "Lumina."
CLASS OF FOURTH HIGH,
DANIEL A. GALLAGHER, Secretary.

Loyola High School Notes
The Triumph
of Justice

Loyola is justly proud of the little play staged at th'!
Duchess on May 3. True to its name, "The Triumph of
Justice," the play justified the most sanguine expectations of all. More than that- it made all sit up and look around in wonder at what we were accomplishing. The histrionic ability displayed in
profuse abundance by Eugene McCarthy, Ralph Sweeney, Theo. Walters
and the rest of the cast, caused us no small feeling of righteous pride.
And altho the older ones amongst us certainly did themselves justice in
the glare of the footlights on that memorable evening, still we must not
and cannot omit to mention the good work done by the juniors in the
play. Without the light fantastic step and the melodious songs of our
younger school fellows in the choruses, the play would not have made
the impression that it certainly made. Three cheers, then, for Rev. Father
Gorman and sincere congratulations for the success which is his, in giving
to Loyola its best play in years. Now for "The Afterward."

•••••
S. I. C.

The students of Loyola unite in extending the heartiest
Class of '16 congratulations to the graduating class "across the river."
May the doctors we call in to point in another direction
the grim finger of death in after years, and the lawyers whom we shall
employ to untangle our multifarious and much-entangled worldly affairs,
be members of your class. And maybe, too,- who can tell,- when we
are about to shuffle off this mortal coil, we shall call upon some one of
your number to pin upon our breasts the badge of final absolution which
shall admit us to the "Great Beyond." Who can tell?

• ••• •
U.S.

4

Loyola and U. S. indulged in the initial play of the baseball
Loyola 1 season. The home team met with cruel defeat by a score
of 4-1. Poor team work responsible.
East Tech 5
After a quick resuscitation, Loyola's nine struck their
Loyola
11
stride in the East Tech game. The carpenters were hammered for seventeen hits and eleven runs, while Sords
held them to five tallies. Anthony starred at the bat, while Keegan played
stellar ball in the field.

• ••• *

East High 4
Loyola
9

Not satisfied with handing the Senate champions such a
defeat, the team victimized East High to the tune of
9 to 5. Sords and Smith did boxmen duties. Excellent
pitching atoned for the lack of good fielding.
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In the wild western regions of Edgewater Park, Loyola
lowered Commerce's color to the tune of 8-2. Joe Gavin
starred at the bat. McCarthy, our popular captain, poled
out a home run. If the team keeps up this pace, they will begin to eclipse
the glory of the peerless Indians in the eyes of our "localest" fans.
Commerce 2
Loyola
8

* * •• *

As Lumina is going to press as we write, we will not be able to chronicle in these pages the victory we hope to win over the Painesville aggregation. A carload of rooters is going down to see that the team wins.

Now that we are beginning to fee l genuinely editorial and are becoming used to our-ah-position, along comes June an d informs us very
politely that she herself will take care that our chair is kept warm during
the summer and that our services are no longer required. We therefore
take this occasion to offer to you these few pages following (continued at
end of Driftwood).

* * * * *
Follies of '16
Time: Mid-June, 1916.
Place: St. Ignatius College.
A sorry looking crowd of students in football, baseball, basketball and
some in ordinary attire walk wea rily on the stage and take their turns at
the following dirge-like melodies :
Bunch
At football we were stars,
That opinion, it was ours,
But it seems nobody wanted to believe us.
Wh en we trotted on the field,
W e were promptly told to yield,
F or some other players kindly would relieve us.
Crowd 2
We were excellent at pool,
So we thought we'd try to fool
Those who claimed at basketball we would be punk.
Soon we felt our own mistake,
At the same time felt the rake,
And we realized they surely had the bunk.
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Gang 3
When it's time to spear a drive,
There is no one else alive
Who can tell us how or when or where to do it.
Sure, our baseball work's sublime,
Yes, we think it superfine,
But the coach, that boob, he always would taboo it.

Mob 4
Now these boys sure had the pluck,
But some duffer iced their luck,
For they've gained the passing mark,
Yet we're envious of their hard-luck position;
While a rock submerged our bark,
And it sent us down to "66" perdition.
Finale I, 2 and 3
If you've done your best to reach the goal,
Nobody else can blame you;
But if youv'e loafed and struck a shoal,
A bonehead we proclaim you.
Had you studied hard in chemistry,
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And learned of conservation,
You'd know as well as three times three,
There's naught like application.
But now you've learned your lesson right,
We hope to heart you'll take it,
For otherwise you'll sit all night
And the goal-you'll never make it.
Curtain.

* * * • *
Prof.: "Hanley, was that you singing?"
Jerry: "No, father."
Prof.: "Well, was that you trying to sing?"
Jerry: "Yes, father."
Prof.: "Then we'll have a rehearsal after class."

• * * * *

Chuck Raynor, old Lake Erie tar, is practicing his sailing vocabulary
in preparation for his summer sail on the lakes. Don't be surprised if
you hear Chuck yell, "Keep to larboard there, you lubber, and steer your
course nor' west by west, or I'll swab the deck with yuh I" or something to
that effect. And remain calm if he adds a few choice epithets. Nothing
like practice to keep in trim, you know.

* * * * *

Scene : Pier at Edgewater Park.
Time: Thursday afternoon.
Dramatis personae: Tom Doran and Rabbi Keefe.
Tommy: "You know my father was a peer."
Rabbi: "That's nothin'; mine was a doc."
(Sounds of violent splashing.)

* * * * *
The War Mystery
Bv

DR. SwATSON

It was just after the eventful days when Purlock Hones had unraveled
the mystery of the rain of gravy in the region of the Hollwegsteincafeblatter Haus and we were still rather weak with past experiences, when
one evening there came a subdued knock at our door. Hones was testing
the effect of making a solution of Hydrogen Sulphide gas in Carbon Disulphide, but he relinquished the agreeable task and surveyed our visitor
through the transom periscope. He then informed me in Esperanto that
the applicant for admission was using the keyhole to increase the scope
of his vision. I brought our trusty water gun and sent a volley through
the orifice, this being our usual reception for visitors whose curiosity
overcomes their discretion. We then admitted the rascal who appeared
slightly discomfited, though he did not commit himself in language.
"Ah I" said Hones, "a detective I Be seated."
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In order to conceal his surprise the detective exclaimed, "How do you
know I'm a detective?"
"I know by the keyhole test," admitted Hones, dreamily gazing on a
print from the U. S. A., depicting that epitome of impossibilities, Tris
Speaker striking out, which even Hones could never find. "The ordinary
human being," he continued, "is hit in the second vest button by our little
geyser, but the detective is invariably affected in the eye. Is it not so,
Swatson ?" he queried. And I admitted the fact.
The detective then informed us that since the outbreak of the war, a
certain German had been seen every day passing their headquarters with
something concealed under his coat, presumably arms or plans, and finding
the science of deduction unfavorable, they appealed to Hones.
The same night found us waiting outside the delicatessen store where
the German obtained the suspicious portables. Through the open door-a
favorite method of concealment-we could see the store keeper hand him
something. It resembled a succession of railroad cars, coupled to each
other, slender, cylindrical objects, and these the German concealed under
his coat. After a glance fraught with meaning the plotters parted.
"The wretch 1" I exclaimed. "'Tis the model of a new torpedo, or
perhaps a Zeppelin train."
"Hist I" cautioned Hones. "He's gone; lower your voice."
The villain led us a merry chase. Hones perceived with the same perspicacity which brought to justice the House-Fly vivisectionists, that many
dogs paused to sniff at the strangers' coat-tails, and they slunk away with
a whipped look.
"Swatson." whispered Hones, "the very beasts are against him."
"Or with him," I returned, little knowing how truly I spoke.
He was interrupted by a mighty crash. With forced calmness he
hissed, "Is it a jitney bus?"
T. ]. DoRAN, '18.
(Continued in our next issue, maybe)

* * * * *

Socialism seems to be getting in its deadly work here, for a clique
of roughnecks, who chant the following discord, refuse to allow anything
new to look thus very long. List to their lay:
When we hear the gladsome news
That a freshie has new shoes,
Or a soph'more has a neat and classy lid,
We immediately inform him,
When we jump on him and storm him,
That those kicks or lid to him we do forbid.
When a neat new suit comes 'round,
We prepare to clean the ground,
So those duds will never more be recognized.
With the coat we gather gravel,
And we leave no room for cavil,
Lest perchance someone may say we compromised.
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We are stern in every rule,
If a lad comes here to school,
Let him not have brass enough to wear new clothes.
If we can't be dudes together,
We will all be birds of feather;
Otherwise we'll surely punch him on the nose.

* * * * *

Chern. Prof.: "Whiskey, as you all may know, is made from corn,
rye and other similar ingredients."
Johnny Kane: "Why, professor, I always thought it was drawn from
the wood."

* * * * *

Dooley Snyder says that if you want to keep a horse from slobbering,
you should teach him to spit.

* * * * *

"Gee," confided Midge McCarthy to Chuck Raynor, "I don't like that
cop down at the corner at all."
"Why, what's the matter with him?" asked Chuck.
"I was passing him the other day and he walloped me an awful one
on the back. 'Don't mind that kid,' he says, 'I was only warming my
hands.' An' I beat it in a hurry, 'cause I thought maybe his feet were
cold."

* * * * *

"Conceited," said Ray Gilbo, speaking of an acquaintance of his.
"Well, say, that guy's so conceited he sends his mother a telegram of congratulations on his own birthday."

* * * * *

and back gracefully off the boards. We wish you all a swimmingly good
time during vacation and tender our best wishes to the next Driftwood
Editor. We sincerely hope he will be able to unearth a larger number
of contributors than we did. With tears in our voice we say, "Farewell."
EnwAJU> F. MADARAS, '18.

Athletic Notes
BY RALPH

A.

GALLAGHER

Findlay 1 After the noble William Pluvius, son of Saturn and the wily
ruling Neptune had found it well to cause postponement of
our first three games at home, the boys thought, "Well, if we
can't play in our back yard, we will play in somebody else's." So the
manager of Findlay College, having given them the high sign, with an
"Oh, Skinnay, come over and play," they sojourned to that lovely village
of the plain, where naught but peace and harmony reign. Our boys
seemed too rough for the Findlay swains and were sent home not downhearted, for they had copped 4 to 1. Bud Murphy made a hit, though it
was not in the game, and is, therefore not recorded in the box score.
But now as to that game they played.

S. I. C. 4

Findlay
AB R H PO A
St. Ignatius
AB R H PO A
Andrews, s.s ........ 3 0 0 I 0 McCormack, c.
2 0 0 9 0
L. Sommer, 1.f .. .... 3 2 1 2 0 Broke, s.s. . ........ 2 0 0 0 4
Wise, 3 ............. 3 1 2 2 2 Tracey, 1. ......... . 4 0 0 9 1
A. Sommer, 1 ...... 4 0 3 5 0 Spaid, c. f ........... 3 0 0 2 0
Murphy, c.......... 2 0 0 12 0 Sewell, l.f ......... . 4 I I I 0
Gallagher, 2 ..... .. . 4 0 I 1 0 Eckert, 3 ........... 4 0 I 1 3
Harks, r.f. .......... 4 0 1 0 0 Hausmann, r.f ...... 3 0 1 0 I
Dorsey, c. f .. ........ 4 0 0 2 0 Roebuck, 2 .......... 2 0 1 3 2
Brickel, p. . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 1 2 2 Houck, p. . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 2 2 1
Stolen bases-D. Gallagher 2, L. Sommer 2, Wise. Two base hitsA. Sommer. Struck out-By Brickel 12; by Houck 9. Umpires-Lewis
and Malone.

* * * • *
In the opening tussle before the Indianized Cleveland
public, the College nine indeed displayed ability and kept
up the "pep" heretofore gained. It was the first chance
the boys at the college had of seeing their idols in action. The addition
of Red Wise to this year's team is indeed as much a blessing as was
Speaker to the Dunnmen. "Red" had a Cayenne of pep, and kept things
lively in the infield. Dan Gallagher, Andrews and Dorsey, the fledglings
on the team, got one each in the fourth, when Wise hit, stole second and
scored on A. Sommer's clout. Not satisfied by winning a lone tally they
proceeded to punish the horsehide for a total of four runs and the contest.
The rally started after Wise whiffed three. A. Sommer, Murphy, D.

Heidelberg 0
S. I. C.
5
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Gallagher and Dorsey paraded over the pan, each having advanced the
other with a wallop. Neff and Clarke showed well for the visitors.
Score:
St. Ignatius
Heidelberg
ABR HPO A E
AB R H PO A£
L. Sommer, l.f ... 3 0 0 2 0 0 Ankeney, r.f.
2 0 0 0 1 0
Andrews, s.s ..... 4 0 0 0 1
Shick, 3 .. . .. . ... 3 0 0 0 0 1
Wise, 3 . . ....... 4 1 1 2 2
Neff, s.s. . ....... 4 0 1 2 2 I
A. Sommer, 1 .... 4 1 1 8 0 u Clarke, c. f. ...... 4 0 1 0 0 0
Murphy, c. ...... 2 1 011 2 0 Mohr, 2 . . ....... 4 0 0 1 0 0
D. Gallagher, 2 ... 3 1 0 2 1 1 Lust, c. ......... 3 0 0 9 1 0
Dorsey, c.f.
3 1 1 2 0 0 D'Arcy, 1 ........ 4 0 010 0 0
Kilway, r.f. .. ... . 2 1 1 0 0 0 White, !.f . .. ... .. 3 0 1 0 0 0
Brickel, p.
3 0 0 0 1 0 Lowe, p. . .. . .. ... 3 0 0 0 2 0

.... .

* * * * *
Hiram 2
S. I. C. 5

On the lOth of May, Coach Savage led his grey-clad warriors
to the Edgewater fie ld, there to do battle with the highly
touted Hiram squad. Art Brickel was set on winning his third
straight in a week, and the team was there behind him. This accounts
for the victory S-2.
Hiram was the first to count a tally. They started the second stanza
by shoving one over the rubber, when a hit, a stolen base and an error
flashed over the green whiskered plateau all in a twinkle. The loyal
supporters of the Blue and Gold pulled together, and overcame the onerun lead. They tallied two in the fifth , A. Sommer and Dan Gallagher
scoring. The sixth rolled around and our boys put the old ball game in
the refrigerator by collecting three husky counters. Hiram had the bases
clogged in the ninth, with two down, and the clean-up swain handling
the stick. Art Brickel wound up, the sphere floated over, the swain swung,
the pill rolled to A. Sommer and we all hurried to the car after our third
consecutive win in a week. Score :
Hiram
ABR HPOA E
St. Ignatius
AB R HPOA E
L. Sommer !.f.
4 0 0 0 0 1 Goo dings,
3 1 2 6 0 2
Andrews, s.s..... 4 0 0 1 0 1 Miller, l.f. ....... 5 0 0 1 0 0
Wise, 3 ......... 4 0 3 2 2 0 Harper, c.f ... . ... 4 0 1 1 0 0
A. Sommer, 1 .... 4 1 1 15 0 0 Rupp, 3 ......... 3 0 1 3 1 1
Murphy, c. .. .. .. 4 0 0 9 4 0 Cutlip, r.f. ....... 4 1 1 0 0 0
Gallagher, 2 .... . 4 1 0 1 3 1 Ganyard, s.s .. .... 4 0 1 0 2 2
Harks, r.f. ······ 3 1 0 0 0 0 Davis, 2 .... .. ... 4 0 1 2 1 2
Dorsey, c.f .. . .... 3 0 0 2 0 0 Sollar, p. .. ...... 3 0 1 2 2 0
Brickel, p........ 3 1 0 0 1 0 VanVohris, c. ... 4 0 0 3 0 0

..

* * * * *
Heidelberg 10
8
S. I. C.

A Packard and a Winton floated out of the College
yard th e f ollowing day, loaded with twelve husky athletes, bound for Tiffin, to meet Heidelberg in a return
game. The trip to and from Tiffin is described elsewhere. That is an-

l
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other story. The boys lost. Our alibi-outfielders could not wear shin
guard, masks, or chest protectors.

•• • • •
Indoor

Two indoor leagues have been organized to fill in the free time
during the noon recess. The Seniors are thus far setting tht:
pace. They had best look to their laurels, however, as the "First B," imitating the energetic career of Fohl's Redmen, are very decidedly on the
warpath.

Frank P. Carroll

The Boys' Store

Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in all kinds of

Where the fellows buy
their nobby togs

Coal and Coke
Both Phones

The Graves- Laughlin Co.
2063 East Ninth St.

3027 St. Clair Ave., N. E.

Next to the Miles Theatre

PRINTING

Cuy., Central 1599

Bell, Harvard 1611

Catalogs, Booklets
and Stationery

The Connors Co.

The Stratford Press

1698 West 25th Street

Whitney Building
WILLIAM J. RADDATZ

Bell Main 3514
Cuy. Central 1505

C.

:

President

Residence
Cuy. Union 289

J. Benkoski

Ohio Floral

Cor. Franklin Ave.
W. D. Connors

Kaase's
High Grade Pastries

Attorney-At-Law

420 Society For Savings Bldg.

156 The Arcade
2836 Lorain Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio

B. A. Marquard
Photographer

good

1532-34 West 25th Street

Furniture

Ground Floor Studio

Cleveland, Ohio

cheap

Lorain Ave., cor. W. 30th

I

Actual Business Experience Offices
Business, Stenographic and Private Secretary Depts.
The work of the regular Business and Shorthand Departments is supplemented by office practice training that prepares Spencerian graduates for positions where "Experience" is required.

It is better to attend the Spencerian Commercial School than to wish you had

The Spencerian Commercial School

Euclid Avenue and 18th Street

june Weddings
The flowers so necessary for occasions of this kind,
demand the best of quality and arrangement possible.
Our service is par excellence, and we are equipped and
ready now to offer floral suggestions well in keeping
with the beauty and solemnity of the surroundings.
May we not offer our services?

The T. ]. Kegg Co.
Madison Square

Euclid and E. 79th

Garfield 1355

The Newman Studio

]. F. Bratz

Photographers

Florist

Artistic Photographic Portraits 9724 Lorain Ave.

Special Rates to Students

647 Euclid Ave.
Opp. Taylor Arcade

Both Phones

Both Phones

Designers of Artistic Wedding
Bouquets, Funeral Designs and
Table Decorations. Call up and
we will do the rest.

Let us improve your grounds with
a selection of trees, shrubs, peonies,
roses, etc., from our many varieties
of hardy home grown nursery stock.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Plans drawn and executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished

The West Park Nurseries
Chas. E. Kramer, Prop.

Stop 11, Riverside Rd., West Park, 0.
Marlo 369-M

Bell, Harvard 1711

Central Storage
Warehouse Co.

Cur .• Erie 162

Frank G. Nunn

Service is the Thing
You cannot afford
any but the best,
especially when it
costs you no more

Furnishing Undertaker and
Licensed Embalmer
Auto Service
for

All Occasions

Thomas P. Mahon
1843 East 55th St.
5601 Hough Ave.

3924 Lorain Avenue
Opp. Tum Hall

Cleveland

Ohio

Phil Marquard Real Estate &
Building Company
now building

Thirty Homes in St. James Parish
Wait and see the easy
housekeeping homes.
You deal direct with
owner and builder.
Note saving to you.

Your benefit of
twenty years
home building

Phil Marquard Real
Estate & Building Co.
307-327 Canal Rd., Cor. W. 3rd
Member Cleveland Real Estate Board
and The Builders Exchange

"SPRUCE- UP"

W. ]. Birmingham
Sheet Metal Contractor

SEND-IT-TO

Sheet Metal Work
Metal Spinning
Electric Signs

THE REEVE-CLEANING CO.
SUPERIOR-COR-EAST-6TH
MAL.'<-4089

CENTRAL-8774

"SPRUCE- UP"
Come in and get acquainted
Try a First Class Shave,
Hair Cut or Massage
Visit

Doc Dort
1921 West 25th Street
Cigars

Laundry

Union Shop

Jennings & Company
Catholic Undertaker

Shoe Shining

W. ]. Rice
Grocer
2606 Payne Ave., Cor. 26th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Prospect 951-J

1119 Superior Ave. ,N.E.

Compliments of

1834 E. 55th St.

Central 8376-R

Our Policy
Quality First
Courtesy Always

Cuy. Central 4033

Prospect 2296

Portraits

Enlargements

Frames

Alex Somlo
Photographer
2926 Lorain Ave.

Cleveland, 0.

Half the fun of having feet is
that you can enjoy wearing
This Space For Sale

Zwierlein's
Shoes
They are always stylish and good

The Zwierlein Shoe Co.
1880 West 25th Street

\

